Teensfail to grasp
sextingsdanger

SUNRISE ON THE STEPS

By LINDSAY PUTNAM
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

Kim Garnet, 15, never thought
anything bad would come of sending nude photos of herself via her
cell phone to her boyfriend, Steve
Walker.But when she went to send
the photos she accidentally sent
them to the wrong boy. Walker got
his hands on the photos and, thinking Garnet had done it on purpose,
retaliated by sending the nude photos to everyone in the school.
Walker was then arrested for producing and distributing child
pornography. He was sentenced to
a year in a juvenile facility for sex offenders.
ELISABETH PONSOT/IHE COLBY ECHO
The good news:
Enthusiasticstudents gatherfor the glorious 6 a.m. sunrise on The-Holiday-That-Must-Not-Be-Named.See Forum, p. 8 for more photos.
the above scenario
isn't actually real—
it's the plotline from
a recent episode of
Law & Order: Special Victims Unit ticommunication and understand- wonderful work of the Pugh Cen- tled "Crush." The
ing on campus," according to its ter and the Pugh clubs. All of us bad news: this same
website. Terhune said that James, who have the pleasure and privi- situation is happenannouncement on Monday, March "has brought creativity, enthusi- lege to work with Noel will ing to countless
By MICHAEL BROPHY
15. "This is a wonderful opportu- asm, and seemingly boundless greatly miss her and her many teenagers both loASST. NEWS EDITOR
cally and nationally.
nity for Richard and, at the same energy to her work with Colby contributions to Colby."
Richard and Noel are "both With the newest destudents in both the Dean of Stutime, a loss for Colby," he said.
Vice President for College Re"Richard Ammons is utterly de- dents Office and the Pugh Cen- friends and colleagues," Terhune velopments in techlations Richard A. Amnions and voted to Colby and to Colby stu- ter. In concert with the many said. "We're happy for them and nology, many teens
Director of the Pugh Center and dents even though his primary role students with whom she works so wish them all the best as ¦they are findingrww ways
' *
_ _ • _-.__
his wife Associate Dean of Stu- at the College is externally fo- closely, Noel has increased move to this next chapter... But w express meir ouaamg sexuainy
dents Noel James will both be cused on alumni, families and po- awareness of and support for the we're going to miss them a lotj"
without understanding the possileaving Colby this June.
ble repercussions.
tential donors," Vice President for
;
Ammons has accepted an offer Student Affairs and Dean of StuMany schools in the greater
to become the Associate Dean for dents James Terhune said. "He is
Waterville area have been dealing
Development and Alumni Rela- a constant presence at many camwith recent concerns over the
tions at Duke University 's Fuqua pus events and has served as a cargrowing popularity of "sexting," a
School of Business.
newly-coined term referring to
ing mentor to numerous students."
Ammons is leaving the school
In his announcement, Adams
sending sexuallyexplicit text meson good terms. "This was not a highlighted Colby's Campaign to
sages or photos via cell phone.
push decision, but a pull decision," Reach the World as one of Am"Sexting essentially is very
he said. "Fuqua is a young busi- mons' greatest contributions to the
popular among teens," Tracey
ness school relativeto its peers and college in his seven years here. The
Frost, school resource officer at
has catapulted to a front ranking campaign seeks to "expand access
Messalonskee High School in
position in a relatively short period to ever-strongerstudents regardless
Oakland, said in a recent Morning
of time. It has set out for itself, a of their ability to pay," according to
Sentinel interview. "They like to
global vision for its program that the College's website. Reach the
take pictures of themselves with
is pretty exciting and I want to help World is the College's most ambicell phones when they are topless
implement this vision. This move tious fundraising campaign ever,
or completely nude. They will
also puts us much closer to mem- and Ammons and James will leave
send those images to other kids—
bers of our family, which is very the Hill at the end of June when it
like a dating business card."
attractive," he said.
But what most students fail to
wraps up. At that point, the camPresident William Adams pub- paign is expected to have successunderstand is that these photos
licly announced Ammons* plan to fully reach its $370 million goal.
rarely ever stay private. Recently,
move on from Colby to Duke with
James directs the Pugh Center,
Messalonskee High School has
CHRIS HODER/THE COLBY ECHO
what he described as "profoundly "a hub for programs and activi- NoelJames, who directs thePugh Center which is pictured above,
had to deal with several cases of
mixed emotions" via an official ties that promote intercultural
sexting abuse.
will be leave the Hill with her husband, Richard Amnions, in June.
"A typical case for us is a girl or
boy approaches the school reSGA HOLDS SPECIAL MEETING
source officer and says, 'I broke

Ammons and Jamesleave the Hill
Faculty couple will move to North
Carolina, College says goodbye

t,

up with so-and-so, but he's got a
lot of pictures of me. Can you get
rid of them?'" Frost said. "The
next thing you know, the pictures
are on the Internet and from there
you can't get them back. We've
had cases where young girls are
contacted by 30-year old men trying to solicit them for sex."
According to Frost, one girl
broke up with her boyfriend who
then posted nude photos of her on
YouTube.
Dede Bartlett, a recognized authority on domestic violence according to her website, spoke at
Thomas College on March 4 about
these issues.
"The problem goes by
many names:
textual harassment, sexting,
digital abuse,
cy ber-stalkirig," Bartlett
said. "What
they all mean is
that advances
in technology
can lead to dangerous behaviors for many
teens, and parents and kids
need help in
~
-A .._ _
* «•
aeaung
wim
jnese suuanons.
Karen O'Donnell, Fairfield
police officer and school resource officer at Lawrence Middle and High Schools, often gets
involved with sexting and harassment issues. She recently became involved in an incident of
this nature. After a girl broke up
with her boyfriend, he sent the
nude photos he had of her to
every one of the contacts on his
cell phone. Since the boy even
had the girl's mother 's cell
phone number in his contacts,
the incident caused additional
distress among parents.
The rise in sexting is by no
means a local issue. More and
more teens and young adults are
partaking in this new trend, putting
themselves at risk for lasting consequences for child pornography
charges and rejections from colleges and job opportunities if the
pictures surface.
In a recent survey by The National Campaign to Prevent Teen

Many teens
are finding
new ways to
express
their budding
sexuality
without
understanding
the possible
repercussions.

Hard alcohol ban comingsoon Tffls WEEK'S ECHO!
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SGA representatives discuss proposed elimination of point system.
By EMMA CREEDEN
NEWS STAFF

Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of Students James

Terhune and Senior Associate
Dean Paul Johnston attended the
Student Government Association's
(SGA) special meeting this past
Sunday, March 15 to discuss and
answer questions regarding the re-

visions to Colby's Alcohol Policy.
"I want to be clear: we're not
talking about changing the whole
policy. There are just two very
specific changes," Terhune said.
The proposed changes would
deal separately with hard alcohol
and beer and wine. It would be implemented in place of the College's current Point Value System
for alcohol violations and infractions. The current Point Value System allocates between one and five
points for every infraction that a
student commits under the influence of alcohol. Infractions and violations include, but are not
limited to, behavioral issues and
possession or provision of alcoholic beverages. Behavioral issues
include drunken or disorderly conduct and threatening or harassing
physical or verbal assault. At the
moment, the accumulation of one
point results in a disciplinary
warning, two points warrant a
warning and a referral to an on-

campus alcohol counselor, three
points expand to include campus
service and four points result in
Disciplinary Probation, which increases in length and severity as
more points are accumulated.
Once a student accumulates six
points, he or she is placed on
Housing Probation. Accumulating
10 points will place a student on
Permanent Disciplinary Probation.
The new proposal would eliminate the Point Value System and
instead implement two new
changes. The first change would
allow students who are over 21
to "possess and consume beer
and wine on campus in resident
halls and as part of approved
events." However, hard alcohol
on campus would be "limited to
the Pub and licensed catered
events." Students would be
"prohibited from privately possessing, serving and using hard
See POLICY, Page 3

See SEXTING, Page 3
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Studentshelpdesignnewprogram

proceed from there.
However, after working to finalize their
business plan and establishing some important connections with
alumni, Pollock and
Friedman applied for a
$5,000 grant from the
Libra Future Fund.
They were successful
and, after receiving the
money, they were
ready to start building
their company.
Woolsey believed
Pollock and FriedCHRIS HODER/THE COLBY ECHO
blossoming
man 's
The Career Center 's entrepreneurship programexpands student resources.
company has "provided visibility to the
on the recent development of their Colby community" and has enBy LEAH WALPUCK
NEWS STAFF
own business. Blue Reserve.
couraged both other students and
Woolsey is hoping to have a alumni that "entrepreneurship is
"All Colby students are cre- concrete plan for the program by something to embrace and supative visionaries, we just need a June. It will likely be heavily port" here at the College.
program that will bring this out of based in workshops like Colby
"What they've accomplished
people," said Roger Woolsey, di- Connect, although Pollock admit- hasn't been accomplished by
rector of the Career Center and ted, "I don 't know exactly what Colby students in awhile,"
Woolsey said. However, others are
leader of the project to create an form it is going to take."
Blue Reserve addresses some capable of getting just as far with
Entrepreneurship Program here on
of the inefficiencies that come their own entrepreneurial dreams.
the Hill.
Pollock and Friedman were
Every day, students take advan- with using five-gallon water jugs.
tage of the help, resources and The company installs a home motivated and inspired to create
guidance that the Career Center water purification system that fil- something new, but needed help.
"We had great ideas early on
offers. And now, with a spike in ters directly from the sink.
student interest in entrepreneurThe business seeks to adjust but didn't know what kind of help
ship over the last few years, the way that people think about was available," Friedman said, so
Woolsey is leading the effort to purified water by essentially they looked to the Career Center
create a program that will better "eliminating the middle man" to see what it had to offer.
"Woolsey helped us get in
assist students looking to start and "going green" through ditheir own business.
rectly installing the filtering touch with staff members and
Helping to spearhead this new system in people 's homes, Pol- alumni...he had faith in what we
were doing...and consequently
effort in the Career Center are lock said.
The duo first came up with the we realized that Colby offers a lot
Brandon Pollock *10 and Nick
Friedman *10, two friends who idea for their business last sum- of support for people interested in
have been working with Woolsey mer, but were unsure of how to entrepreneurship," Friedman said.

Now what Woolsey, rnedman
and Pollock are hoping to do is to
spread this knowledge that the
College does indeed have "a lot to
offer" in terms of help for students interested in creating their
own businesses.
Although the program is still in
the very early developmental
stages, Woolsey said that he hopes
to draft a strategic plan by June
and that he has spoken with
alumni and business people who
want to support the program.
Woolsey also emphasized-bow
he hopes that the Entrepreneurship
Program will become a program
that works to provide resources,
connections and assistance to anyone who is interested.
"It's not just for business
people or for those taking economics," Woolsey said. "It requires creativity and critical
thinking across the board. For
example, peop le studying theater might have some wonderful ideas."
Woolsey reported that he wants
this program to be one that "takes
experiences out of the classroom"
and encourages students to take
the critical thinking skills they
have learned from being at a liberal arts college and apply them
to their future.
"Hopefully, this will be a program where students can participate in workshops and get help
writing business plans and formalizing their ideas like we
did ," Pollock said.
"Woolsey has a way of
"putting programs in place that
help creative people move forward with their ideas,"

echo
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news in brief-

rWatervilleHighearnshonorable
mention amongMaineschools
U.S. News& World Report recently awarded a bronze medal
to Waterville Senior High School in its annual America's Best
High Schools report. The report identified the country's topperforming high schools after analyzing over 21,000 public high
schools across the nation.
"I'm thrilled that we've been named by U.S. Newsand World
Report. It's a reflection of the hard work and dedication of our
teachers and the student body," Waterville Senior High School
Principal Don Reiter said.
High schools across the country are selected for gold, silver
or bronze medals or honorable mention categories based on a
three-step process. The first step examines whether the school's
students performed statistically better than the average student
in the state. The statistics account for the school's relative level
of student poverty and are based on the school's achievement
on the state reading and math tests. The second step looks to
see if the school's least-advantaged students (i.e. black, Hispanic
and low-income) achieved proficiency rates on state tests that
exceeded state averages. Finally,the third step measures the degree of college-readiness performance observed in the school.
College-readiness performance is based upon student participation in and performance on Advanced Placement (AP) exams or
International Baccalaureate (IB) exams.
Schools awarded gold or silver medals meet all the criteria
identified in the three-step process while schools that are
awarded bronze medals meetthe state testing criteria, but do not
display adequate levels of college-readiness. High schools that
are awarded honorable mention demonstrate high levels of college-readiness, but do not fully meet performance criteria on
state tests.
Waterville Senior High School was one of 10 high schools in
Maine to be recognized in the U.S. News report. Of the ten high
schools, one received a gold medal, four received silver medals
and five received bronze medals.
- Emma Creeden, News Staff

Lobstermanon trial for shooting rival in neck
By BENJAMIN COOK
LOCAL NEWS EDITOR

Matinicus, a remote island located 20 miles off the coast of
Rockland Maine, is a quintessential fishing town. With a yearround population of only a few
dozen residents, the island features a one-room school, a church
with summer services and a small
grocery store. Travel writers from
The Boston Globe describe the island as, "rugged but beautiful ,
with sweeping ocean views and
sandy beaches... one of the last
places in Maine where the old
Down East lifestyle survives in
anything like its pure form...unspoiled and unpretentious." According to Matinicus Island
Vacations, a travel agency in New
Hampshire, "Everything is oldfashioned and basic. It's a visit to
a simpler, perhaps better world."
There is trouble brewing in Matinicus, however, and it has been
looming for decades. What could
possibly shatter the tranquility of
this otherwise peaceful community? Lobster turf wars. Although
there are no written laws defining
private territories for lobstering,
local fishermen have created their
own rules. These so-called turf
wars are a serious problem on the
island, but they rarely turn violent.

Last summer, a dispute ended this
tradition of nonviolence when it
escalated to gunfire. Vance
Bunker, 68, was arrested in July
2009 for elevated aggravated assault after he shot a rival fisherman, Christopher Young, in the
neck. His daughter, Janan Miller,
was charged with reckless conduct
in connection to the shooting.
Young underwent surgery in
Lewiston , where he was later released in stable condition.
Both Bunker and Miller, who
allege that Young and his halfbrother, Weston Ames, boarded
their boat illegally and later made
threats at the town wharf, claimed
self-defense.
"I had no choice," Bunker said
in court. "I was protecting my
daughter." In addition , Philip
Cohen, Bunker's defense attorney,
noted, "What type of father would
pull the trigger? The real question
is, what father wouldn't?"
They faced trial earlier this
month at Knox County's Superior
Court. Last Friday, March 12, after
a day and a half days of deliberation, jurors found Bunker and
Miller not guilty on all charges.
Young, who testified that he now
has limited use of his left arm and
hand, said that he plans to leave the
fishing industry.
"It's lucky people are still
alive," Colonel Joseph Fessenden,

However, Bunker 's use of a pochief of marine law enforcement, spected. "We don't let them do apply to them."
In the Bunker vs. Young case, tentially deadly weapon demonsaid in a press release. "It's crazy their cowboy thing," he said.
Law enforcement remains dif- both sides suspected that the other strated that Maine's "lobster wars"
what happened."
In the past, feuding fishermen ficult. "The island has a very bad was cutting their trap lines. Lost are far from being resolved.
"1 think the whole lobster inhave been known to cut each reputation up and down the traps cost between $80 and $100
other 's fishing lines, to leave coast," Acheson said. "I was talk- each. In total, an average lobster- dustry is in trouble with prices
threatening notes in a bottle in- ing to a man from Stonington who man could lose thousands of dol- so low and the economy so
bad," Knox County Sheriff
side another lobsterman's trap or said fishermen on Matinicus think lars in traps.
In the past, lobstermen have Donna Dennison said in a press
to cut out the doors of a rival trap, of themselves as being outside the
brandished
guns
and
fired
warning
release. "It just added to the tenallowing the lobsters to escape. United States. What he meant by
Lobstermen will even ram their that was the law simply doesn't shots to scare away competitors. sion out there."
boats into a competitor's
vessel. One time, a man
who was prevented froir
fishing on
Matinicus
dumped a population of racf
Last dayof service is $aturday,March20,2010.
coons on the island to disrupt the community.
Additionalsouthboundservice departing Colby Collegeat
S3.VG $5 Oil Select
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306 Colby Alumni have served in

Peace Corps!
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New alcoholp o l i cpresented
y
toSGA I Sextinglands teens in legal trouble

offense, suspension for a second trouble? The short answer is 'Yes'
offense and indefinite suspen- because that 's what the rule is, but
sion for a third offense regard- who is going to catch them? We're
less of a student 's age. Anyone not going in there and going
alcohol on campus."
The second change includes caught providing hard alcohol through your sock drawer, and
new Alcohol Policy Enforcement will be suspended for a first of- we're not interested in sniffing
Charts (APECs) "that list the most fense and suspended or expelled under the door if you're not causfor a second ing problems. If the conduct is uncommon violations of alcohol
offense.
safe and puts people at risk in a
rules and the
It is noted in way that draws attention... if the
sanctions that
the policy that conduct is disruptive to the com"all
accompany
discipli- munity...people hanging out the
them."
The
nary infractions windows
and
banging
College Affairs
are considered drums...and/or they are breaking
Committee
on a case-by- things, that's going to draw atten(CAC),
case basis and tion. So again, the idea is not for
the
Campus Culture
relevant miti- Security to catch people breaking
Working Group
gating factors the new rules. Their job is going
(CCWG) and
shall be consid- to remain the same."
the Office of the
ered in the deSGA members were conDean of Stutermination Tjf cerned about the transparency,
dents created
sanctions."
or perceived lack thereof, in the
the APECs in
S o p h o m o r e new policy due to the emphasis
Jim
Terhune
response to the
Class Co-Presi- on approaching violations on a
Vice President of Student Affairs
trends regarding
dent
Justin circumstantial basis, as well as
and Dean of Students
hard
alcohol
Rouse voiced the willingness of students to
that the College
concerns about seek medical help for friends
noted over the last decade, the the new policy s focus on con- who are at risk because of hard
campus-wide surveys about alco- sumption rather than negative be- alcohol. Students were also conhol consumption and the resolu- havior and questioned how the cerned about individuals setion passed by the Board of administration is going to adjudi- cretly
consuming
large
Trustees in the summer of 2008, cate different consequences for quantities of hard alcohol before
which charged the administration combined consumption and be- going out and suggested relaxto address the excessive drinking havioral infractions.
ing the beer and wine policies
problem on campus.
Terhune responded that admin- further to promote initial ac"The Campus Culture Working istrators "would come up with one ceptance of the proposals.
Group
conducted
a response to the situation" and
Pierce Dorm President Annie
survey... Some of the key points would handle every violation on a Chen ' 12 also recommended
[are that] 84 percent of respon- "case-by-case
changing the
dents identified themselves as basis."
punishments
drinkers, 65 percent said that they
Leonard
for providing
consume three to seven drinks in Dorm President
beer or wine to
a night...63 percent of respon- Raymond Rida minor so that
dents indicated that they drink to ing '12 asked "if
there would be
get drunk two to three times a students with
j
another
step
week...The other part of this is existing points
between
a
that 100 percent of the alcohol would be grandwarning
or
transports we have had to the hos- fathered in" to
term probation
for a first ofpital are hard alcohol related," the APECs, to
Terhune said. "The new reforms which Terhune
fense and perare about the health and safety of remarked that
m a n e n t
Colby students."
existing points
disci p l i n a r y
The APECs consist of two dif- would
be
probation for a
ferent alcohol policy charts. One "tossed or disapsecond offense.
addresses beer and wine, while pear," but that
Bji "We start
the other addresses hard alcohol. any student who
this conversa^-,
For beer and wine, a first offense was currently on
t i o n , but . I
of possession/consumption for a probation with
t h i n k it it
students under 21 results in a a "definitive ending" would "stay an ongoing conversatior
warning. A second offense con- the same."
and we have to try and at
Other questions revolved tack it in as many possi
stitutes a warning or a term probation , a third offense results in around circumstances and dif- ble ways as we can , *
permanent disciplinary probation
ferent hypothetical situations Terhune said.
and a fourth offense warrants sus- in
which
the
proposed
On April 4, SGA wi!
pension. None of these penalties changes may treat students "vote to accept the new pol
apply to students over 21 for pos- unfairly. Terhune was much icy proposal as it is, vote nc
session/consumption of beer and more interested in looking at opinion , or vote to sugges
wine. Any student who provides the proposals in the larger modifications to the docubeer or wine to a minor or who scheme of things.
ment ," SGA President Jacob
"We're not looking to catch Fisher '10 said.
provides a space for a minor to
consume beer or wine would re- people," Terhune said. "It 's going
Until then, SGA members
ceive a warning or term probation to be basically, if your conduct will discuss the new polic}
for a first offense or a permanent around alcohol draws attention to with all members of the stu
disciplinary probation for a sec- you...say some seniors like to dent body, and every mem
ond offense and would be sus- have a glass of scotch and they're ber
of
the
College '*
pended after a third offense.
21 and they like to have a glass of community is encouraged tc
For hard alcohol , posses- scotch on a Friday night and they bring forth his or her opinsion/consumption results in per- have a bottle of scotch that 's hid- ions to class representatives
manent
hard
alcohol den in their sock drawer...if they dorm presidents or othet
disciplinary probation for a first get caught, are they going to get in members of SGA.
From POLICY, Page 1

I want to be
clear: we're not
talking about
changing the
whole policy.
There are just
two very
specific changes.

The APECs
consist of two
different alcohol
policy charts.
One addresses
beer and wine
while the other
addresses hard
alcohol.

ually explicit text messages that
he sent to multiple women.
And sexting extends beyond
and Unplanned Pregnancy and
celebrity gossip and high school
CosmoGirl.com, one in five teens
drama. Sexting has become a part of
admit to sending out nude or semitoday's popular culture, infiltrating
nude digital photos of themselves.
television show plots like the one
Sixty-nine percent of those who
from Low & Order: SVU mentioned
admitted to sexting said they send
earlier and many music videos.
these photos to their boyfriend or
Ludacris recently released a
girlfriend, while 30 percent said
new song, "Sexting," in which he
that they send them to someone
laments having an addiction to sex
they want to hook up with or date.
and being caught when his girlWhat most high schools fail to
friend reads through his sext mesacknowledge, however, is that
sages on his cell phone.
under federal and
The popular webstate
child
site
CoIlegeHupornograph y
mor.com
also
laws, it is illegal
released a song about
to create, possess
sexting, "Let's Talk
or distribute exAbout Sext," a parplicit images of a
ody of Salt-N-Pepa's
minor. While the
song "Let's Talk
laws were deAbout Sex." While
signed to protect
the song does not
children
from
condemn the practice
adult abuse, miof sexting, it does
nors who create
give tips on "safe sexCHRIS KASPfljWTHE COLBV ECHO
and
distribute Many teens do notfully graspthe long-term dangersof sexting. ting," such as cropthese images are
ping or blurring out
shown that adults are just as likely your face so that viewers cannot
not exempt from the law.
The New York Timespublished to engage in this dangerous behav- tell it 's your body.
a story last year about a 16-year ior. Melinda Dennehy, an English
While sexting may be popular in
old girl who faced charges for pro- teacher at Londonderry High today's society, the local schools
duction of child pornography. She School, sent four nude photos of are trying everything they can to
took several pictures of herself herself to a 15-year old male stu- combat its prevalence among miand sent them to a boy she liked, dent, along with texts detailing nors. Students at Messalonskee are
who then sent the photos to many sexual acts that she wanted to per- not allowed to usetheir cell phones
of his friends. Under the current form with him. Dennehy was during class, while Lawrence High
sentencing guidelines, she could charged with a felony count of in- School students are required to turn
receive a life sentence in federal decent exposure and has been re- off their cell phones between 7:20
a.m. and 1:45 p.m.
prison, and even if she does man- leased on bail.
The fact that many celebrities
"At the high school , students just
age to get out, she would have to
register as a sex offender.
also engage in such behavior has don't think [sexting] is wrong,"
Some lawmakers are consider- brought much media attention to O'Donnell said. "They don't realize
ing revising the laws to address the the issue. Vanessa Hudgens" infa- the damage that can be done, esperise in sexting between teenagers. mous nude photos that circulated cially when it comes to scholarships
The Vermont Legislature has been the Internet in 2007 became the and placement in classes."
considering a bill that would le- topic of every late night talk show
While no local students have
galize sexting between teenagers. and celebrity gossip magazine, been charged with creating and
While the consensual exchange of and provocative photos of Snooki distributing child pornography, the
graphic images between two peo- from MTV's Jersey Shore have possibility alone should deter most
ple aged 13 to 18 would become recently appeared online as well. students, Frost said.
legal, passing along such images Tiger Woods * sex scandal has also
"If a kid is convicted of this,
to others without permission brought sexting into the limelight they're on the sex offender registry
with the public release of the sex- for the rest of their lives."
would remain a crime.
From SEXTING, Page 1

The Illinois House of Representatives also passed a "sexting" ban on March 11 that
would impose civil, not criminal,
penalties on the practice. Under
these new laws, minors who are
found guilty of sexting by computers or cell phones could face
in-house counseling and/or community service.
However, teenagers are by no
means the only people partaking in
the sexting trend. An incident earlier this month involving a New
Hampshire high school teacher has
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www.hathawaycreativecenter.com

Loft-Style Studio, 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartment Homes Up To 1,532 Sq. Ft.!
.Over 25 Unique Floor Plans Available
• Fabulous City & Kennebec River Views
• Rustic, Exposed Brickwork
• 14 Ft./Vaulted Ceilings w/Exposed Beams
• Gleaming Hardwood Floors
• Spacious, Fully-Equipped Kitchens
.Exquisite Granite Countertops
• All Stainless Steel Appliances
• Real Hardwood Maple Cabinetry
.Spacemaker " Microwaves
• Glass Top Ranges
• Oversized Bathrooms & Closets

• Washers & Dryers In Select Lofts
• On-Site Parking
• Controlled Access Building
• State-Of-The-Art Fitness Center
• Community Room & Business Center
• On-Site Conference Facility
• Internet Access Available
• On-Site Laundry Facilities
• Easy Kennebec River Access
• Walk To Shops, Galleries & Dining
• Riverfront Trail To Fairfield
• Additional Storage Available

Call Or Visit Today! 207-861-5638
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Marry Geldermann '13 demolishes a pie as part of Dana Hall's dorm Olympics on March 11.
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The price of Greek life

I MCCOLUMN

EDITORIAL

A call for alcohol
policy transparency
Alluring the recent SGA presidential and vice presidential debate, the candidates
for office spoke a fair amount about lack of student participation in SGA. It was the
view of many of the candidates for office that improved student engagement with SGA
would make student government a more effective voice of the student body.
While many candidates argued that the SGA already acts as an important liaison between students and the administration, recent communicative challenges surrounding the
new SGA alcohol policy initiative challenge this idea.
On April 4, the SGA will come to a vote on a new initiative outlining the College's
policy on alcohol. One of the more contentious issues in this initiative was the proposed
hard alcohol ban which was approved by The Board of Trustees. Additionally, the initiative will include language to eliminate the alcohol point system.
The issues surrounding alcohol—who can consume, who can provide, where it can
be consumed, and others— are questions that concern a wide membership of the student
body. Whatever policy measures come out of the decision on April 4 will surely have
far-reaching and direct impact on students at the College. However, there is currently no
real mechanism for students to voice their opinions on this important issue.
It is entirely within the rights of the Campus Culture Working Group to make recommendations and we applaud them for their efforts in working to create a safer drinking environment on campus. Additionally, SGA's work to refine the alcohol policy while
keeping in line with the Board of Trustees' recommendations is an important endeavor.
What is less justified is the formation of policy without institutionalized mechanisms for
participation which would enable students on the Hill to have free and easy opportunities to contribute ideas, comments, concerns, and dissent.
Thus, the Echo strongly urges the College Affairs Committee to open up a public
forum, or any sort of public space, that will 1) educate students about the new policy recommendations and 2) allow students to express their opinions about the proposed policy. This should all happen before the April 4 SGA vote, with the idea that these opinions,
if reasonable, can be attached as amendments to alcohol policy initiative.
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No one in the United States disagrees with
the ideas ofhealth care for everyone and pensioned retirementThe massivepublic debate
on those issues stems from the logistics of
such expansive programs, such as who
should bearthe brunt of thecost, who should
benefit the most and who should provide
those services. In many western European
countries, those debates have been mostly
settled. In all of those nations, some degree
of socialism has been applied to legislation.
Tax rates are high, and in return there is universal health care and early retirement with
full benefits. The drawbacks of these programsare often seen as minor, as it is generally the most financially secure people who
bear the brunt of the tax burden, while the
people who need assistance the most generally receive it. Countries such as Germany,
Sweden and France are all global leaders in
various fields, and they all have maximumincome tax rates in excess of 40 percent. Because of that success, other countries with
weaker economies have followed suit, expanding the abilities of their governments to
look after their citizenry. This has generally
produced mixed results. At times of economic crisis likethe current global recession,
several countriescannot always fully support
the pension and healthcare programs that
they committed to in better economic times.
A March 11 New York Times article,

"Patchwork Pension Plan Adds to Greek
Debt Woes," underscored that problem, focusing on the struggles of Greece, which is
currently drowning in a major debt crisis. By
all economic measures, Greece is a developed country. Its pension system allows
workers in some professions to retireasearly
as 55 years of age. According to the World
Bank,Greece's 2008 nominalGDPper capita
was ranked 22 in the world, and it had a
Human Development Index (a measure of
certain aspects of qualityoflife) rank of 18 in
the world, in 2006. For the past decade, the
Greek economy 'sGDP growth has outpaced
the European Union (EU) average. The
major caveat of that economic success is the
widespread borrowing that came along with
it. Greece's adopting of the euro in 2002 saw
a decrease in interest rates. The result of that
borrowing and other factors is that Greece
currently has a deficit of $400 billion. Ahigh
percentage of that deficit is pension promised
to retirees, present and future.
Because of the worker-favorable deals
that were made with various labor unions,
the Greek government is in a difficult situation that affects the European Union as a
whole. The EU has demanded that Greece
implement certain financial austerity measures to bridge its deficit,but the government
cannot easily renege on some of the deals
made with the labor unions. Raising taxes is
also a challenge because rates are already
high. Rising unemployment also means
fewer taxpayers and less tax revenue.
Greece has looked to the stronger countries
in the EuropeanUnion for financial support,
in particular Germany and France. But it is
not any country's responsibility to bail out
another, and Greeceis not the only European
nation to find itself in a debt crisis. Spain and
Portugal also find themselves in analogous

situations. The fact that so many of these
countries share a currency, the euro, means
that they all have an economic interest to assist each other to some extent.
Americans should be monitoring the
Greek debt crisis closely. For the next two
decades, an estimated 78 million baby
boomers will begin drawing on their retirement pensions, putting an unprecedented strain on Social Security and
Medicare programs while also ceasing to
be major taxpayers. The New York Times
article looked at government debt load
using two measures: current debt as a
share of GDP, and current and future obligations as a share of GDP. Current and
future obligations include current debt and
future pension promises. The metric is
useful because it emphasizes the effect
that rapidly aging populations will have
on debt burdens. In Greece, for example,
current debt is officially 113 percent of
GDP. When incorporating current and future obligations, however, the number
rises to 873 percent of GDP. In the United
States, the figures are 83.6 percent and
500 percent , respectively.
The debt and pension problem affects
many American political issues. Universal healthcare will almost certainly add
to national debt, albeit with obvious, tangible benefits. But in order to support
such programs, the United States will
surely need a larger taxpaying workforce. Most opponents of immigration
state that it takes jobs away from Americans, but the fact is that we need to get
younger as a country and collect more
tax revenue. Otherwise, we are staring at
a debt-saddled future. The Greek debt
crisis is no myth, and we would all do
well to learn from it.

It was somewhere during the haze of first
semester exam week, trying to fight through
the mob at Dana dining hall and ending up
with a slice of cold pepperonipizza, that I for
a brief instance snapped out of my meditation of endless memorization of geologic
rock formations and Renaissance slide identification and looked up at the faces of all
those students getting in between me and a
decent dinner. And I was confused.
"Who are all these people?!"
I didn't recognize a single person in the
crowd. Heading into my last semester on the
Hill, I felt more disconnected with Colby than
I had ever been. It might have been studying
abroad during my junior spring semester or
living off campus for my senior year or even
the imminent job search process, but embarking on my senior year on the Hill, I felt
that one foot was already across the podium
(fingers crossed, of course) and off
Mayflower Hill.
When JanPlan rolled around, I knew I'd
rather be anywhere else than not-quite-sotropical Waterville in the month of January.
Instead of escaping back to Spain like I had
originally planned, I decided to take on an
Echo project from the security of my a-littlebit-less-cold Connecticut home.
My guess is that the average Colby student hasn't read Earl H. Smith's Mayflower
Hill: A History of Colby College. But here's
what I think: every student should. In my
opinion, it would be a much more productive read for the summer before freshmen
year than anything else. I used Smith's book
as my primary source for significant events
in the College 's history. Learning about
Colby's past, from its move from downtown
to Mayflower Hill , its hardships through
both world wars, its traditions of the Frat
Row Olympics and Winter Carnival, its
glory days of athletic prowess—it all helped
me reconnect with the place that I was all
too ready to leave.
What impressed me most was the number of times that Smith referenced Echo articles and editorials in his book. It solidified
for me the impact that a college newspaper,
that our college newspaper can have on the
history of an institution.
The culmination of my JanPlan project

was a Special Edition Archival Issue of the
Echo that featured reprinted historical articles and photos from the archives of the
paper. Sure, I always knew that the Echo is
"published by the students of Colby College
since 1877." But really when you think about
it, that 's 133 years of college history,
recorded by its own students without censorship from any administrative source since
1925. Through my JanPlan experience, I developed a genuine pride for the history of our
college, and the role that the Echo has contributed in shaping it.
Who knew that the Echo was the first to
suggest the White Mule as an official College mascot in 1923? Or that later in 1983 the
staff petitioned to change the mascot to a
moose (on the basis that the moose offers
better 'mascot mileage!*)?
Sometimes when searching through the
archives, I wasn't surprised by the new, but
what had already been news in the past. Although I wasn't on campus last spring, it only
took hours for the news of a violent altercation between security members and students
to travel all the way to Europe. Students were
(rightfully) furious about the incident and
came together to organize a rally in protest
of the event. I wasn't here to partake, but of
course, I read about it all in the Echo online.
Most students partaking in the protest
against the events of April 12 probably didn't know about the vast history of student activism on the Hill. It certainly wasn't the first
time that the Echo headlined stories of students uniting to improve the institution that
they believe in.
In March of 1970, 18 members of the Student Organization for Black Unity (SOBU)
locked themselves into Lorimer Chapel for a
week, demanding action to diversify the College. Among other things, the demands included a ten percent black enrollment for
future first year classes and an African American studies program taught by a black professor. The Echo supported the Chapel 18's
actions by stating that the protest effectively
"dramatized the need for rapid action on
black problems." When President Strider
eventually took legal action to remove the
students from their occupation of the chapel ,
the Echo rallied alongside of the Student
Government against Strider's decision.
When fraternities were abolished in 1984,
the Echo extensively covered all angles of
the trustees' decision. Few know, however,
of the opinion article that the Echo published
four years prior to the abolishment that truly
spearheaded the anti-frat movement. On the
eve of homecoming weekend in 1980 two
brave female students wrote that the "dominance [of fraternities] is expressed not only

in sexism but from an economic viewpoint:
men own and control the center of the campus. Frat row is a male power structure. Fraternity men believe their economic tradition
justifies their unchallenged existence today."
The Echo was also on the front lines of the
movement toward co-ed dormitory living. In
their racy early 1970s newspaper (that was
modeled after the Playboy Magazine design),
the staff published many articles and editorials in favor of co-ed living. One satirical
piece even included a backside nude photograph of a male and female walking arm-inarm down the dorm hallway—illustrating
that although the rules were strict, they
weren't enforced. It was during this era that
the combined sexual and rebellious slant of
the 1970s spurred a streaking craze on campus—a tradition that still lives today on the
day of the annual first snowfall of the winter. I'd tike to think that the Echo s contested
nude photograph maybe had something to do
with this lasting tradition.
Despite the Echo s' many positive contributions to the Hill, it brewed some controversies along the way. During the early
1970*s when Colby students pushed institutional boundaries by standing against racial
inequality and single-sexed dorms on the
Hill, the Echo pushed its own boundaries and
often went entirely too far. In one issue President Strider counted 17 "f' words in a single
issue of the paper. Objective journalism had
lost out to the Echo s pursuit of edginess and
the College eventually threatened institutional disassociation from the Echo. But alas,
the Echo cleaned up its act, and now leaves
all inappropriate content for our final issue
of the year—the illustrious joke issue.
I think that SGA president Jake Fischer
put it bestwhen describing his reactionto the
archival issue, "It 's amazing to see that all
the problems and issue that students have
today are not new in the least bit. Some of
the quotes in the articles can be heard verbatim anywhere on campus today, which is
both refreshing in that these battles have been
fought before, but also distressing, in that
they have been fought before and still are
being fought."
Since returning back to Mayflower Hill for
my final semester, I still don't recognize the
majority of faces that I see (and now there's
even more FebFrosh to consider!). I have
changed much since the 18-year-old me arrived on the Hill. The College certainly also
has changed (Dana dining hall seems to
change its location of the condiments
weekly). The Echo has preserved these
changes for us and serves as a clear reflection of Colby culture. For me it 's the Echo
that reconnected me with this culture.

Reconnectingwith Colby
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There is no
Let's j ust agree to disagree
"I" in America
As a vaunted member of the fourth estate, it is my duty to inform you, the average citizen, of the happenings of your
government. Now, if you're anything like
me, you like to read the newspaper after
waking up at 4 a.m to go for a peaceful
15-mile jog and eating a ten-egg, egg-yellows omelette. But recently, this ritual has
become something of a chore. There are
so many articles concerning "congressional deadlock" and "budget reconciliation" that by the time I finish the front
page, I am too tired to find out who won
the local pie eating contest.
Something must be done, and clearly
these socialist, moose-killing, pork-barreling, big-govemment congresspersons
are not doing it. At least that's the impression I get from rapidly flipping back
and forth between cable news channels.
But when the government fails to solve a
problem, who will step into their place?
The citizenry, of course. I am, by no
means, suggesting revolution. Revolutions are in most cases blood-soaked, tedious, drawn-out affairs, harmful to all
involved—with the possible exception of
the sexual revolution, which I think we
can all agree sounds pretty good.
I am trying to say that the citizenry
needs to come up with a solution, instead
of overthrowing the government. And before you say, "Well, here's another guy
with a newspaper column and a great
haircut acting like he can tell me what to
do," p lease listen. You personally need do
nothing. I have already devised a solution.
We are all familiar with the issue at
hand: Congress is broken. It resembles
less a bipartisan lawmaking body and
more a group of civil war reenactors who
have eaten psilocybin mushrooms and are
furiously fighting a dead war. Which is
roughly where I come in. From what I

have read, the Senate is struggling to pass
some sort of bill. I think it is either a
health care reform bill or a bill to create a
national holiday celebrating Heath
Ledger 's performance in The Dark
Knight. I am in favor of both initiatives.
But regardless of the specific bill,
there is a deeper problem. It comes down
to teamwork. We elected these people for
one reason:we, as Americans, hate thinking. Which is why we get so furious when
the government fails to do its job—it
forces us to think even more than we originally wanted to. But no more thinking
need be done, fellow patriots. I have a solution: team-building activities.
I' m sure all of you have spent at least
some time at a summer camp, corporate
event or juvenile detention center. So you
know the sort of thing I am talking about.
Trust falls, blind-partner puzzle-building,
the human knot, the works. The members
of Congress are not working as they
should; in any corporation or nursery
school on Earth, they would be fired or
spanked. So why should we accept this
level of performance? Congress is currently in what experts like to call the
"storming" phase of team development
and what I like to call the "retarded"
phase. To combat this retardation of
progress, we must teach our respected
senators and members of the House how
to cooperate.
I cannot be sure that this will work.
Some senators (I'm looking at you Robert
Byrd!) are too frail to participate in many
of the activities. I doubt he is capable of
great physical effort these days, so to put
upon him the responsibility of catching a
plummeting Nancy Pelosi in mid-trust fall
would be too much. But as FDR might
have said at some point in his life, "We
have to try something, even if it sounds
moronic and is clearly infeasible."And in
the end, is that not what America is all
about? No? Well fine, I'll admit it: I just
want to see blindfolded senators desperately trying to piece together a puzzle before tune runs out. Because that is what
America is truly all about—exhibiting
disrespect toward authority figures.

Heterosexual privilege

With the recent push to end the Don 't
Ask , Don 't Tell policy—as well as the
passing of Issue 1 in Maine last November—I expected people who identify as
heterosexual to start thinking critically
about their sexual orientation. To really
struggle with how they fit into the world,
and think about how to extend the rights
they enjoy to everyone. To question why
the gender of who they have sex with, eat
with, talk with really matters.
I don 't think my great awakening of
awareness has arrived yet, judging from
the shouts of "Fag!" outside the Alfond
Apartments last weekend.
The recent appearance at Colby by Tim
Miller, a performance artist from New
York, surprised a number of students who
had not considered the differences in government-granted immigration rights for
non-heterosexual and heterosexual couples. For those who were not in attendance, a large part of the performance
was based on Miller 's experience bringing his Australian husband to the U.S.
Many countries would recognize their relationship and allow his partner in—but
not the U.S. Heterosexual couples get
1,049 rights when they become legally
joined in a civil marriage.
Miller and his husband did not share in
those benefits.
I hope that those who were able to attend that performance did start challenging their traditional beliefs and
recognizing what it means to be heterosexual at Colby. The larger points—marriage, adoption, and workplace rights—are
present in the current popular media discourse. But the day-to-day interpersonal
interactions are still missing from the discussion. 1, perhaps too boldly, assume that
the majority of students on campus are

good people who expect a certain amount
of respect from others. But there is a
group of bystanders that watches when
someone calls a term paper "gay."
What if all of Colby was subject to the
same social norms that apply to those
who don't identify as heterosexual? All
students, at some point in their college careers, would "come out" to friends , roommates, and family. Students would react
strongly to a slur outside a window, as it
would apply to far more people. Seniors
would evaluate their resumes for traces of
GLBTQ activities, especially if they were
applying for jobs in states that can still
fire employees for their sexual orientation, such as my own home state of Ohio.
I don't expect students to understand
the "gay experience" at Colby, because it
exists no more than a singular "heterosexual experience." Yet, certain students
who do not identify as heterosexual are
often asked to give the "gay perspective."
And these same students are the ones
who are required to care about GLBTQ
issues. When the residents of Maine approved Issue 1, the final vote count was
remarkably close. On campus, I was saddened by student reactions. Many could
not accept that others would not want to
vote down Issue 1, yet few actually went
out and did the legwork. It 's the same
issue that comes up in the dining halls,
when someone lets a "fag " slip out and no
one responds.
The root of heterosexual privilege is the
freedom of choice: whether or not to care.
It may be naive, but I do expect the
majority at an institution of higher
learning to struggle, as a whole, to overcome heterosexual privilege. I expect—
no, demand that even those who are part
of the majority realize how many rights
their fellow human beings are deprived
of. It is uncomfortable to say something
when a friend uses a slur, but each word
that goes uncorrected hurts a targe
group of people classified by their sexual habits. GLBTQ people should not
have to justify why others should help
them fight for their rights. Heterosexual
is still a sexual orientation. Start thinking about it.

My mother always told me to take
everything with a grain of salt. Professors always told me that to agree with
someone completely means that you didn 't listen to them in the first place. In
general, society teaches us that everyday
disagreements are healthy in all aspects
of life. Disagreeing is not a bad thing,
nor is it something people should be
afraid of. It's when the disagreeing results in self-censorship or causes someone to ignore a contrary view that
disagreements become problematic. I
leave it to you, the reader, to decide the
level of disagreeability that works for
you; however, I would encourage you to
always be somewhat contrary to "popular thought." Disagreement is a healthy

thing and is a necessity for everyday
life. I think that we, as a society, view
disagreement as something dirty that
must be eliminated. However, I disagree with that view. I think that disagreement is the reason our society
works the way it does. However, it
must always be tempered by some
measure of civility and respect. Respect must be shown toward the person
who has the conviction to express an unpopular or minority opinion. That opinion matters just as much as if not more
than the majority opinion.
Madison told us that in politics, disagreements and factions were a necessary part of democracy and a natural
evolution of the operation of our society.
Having a contrary opinion means that
you have the ability to debate against a
different view in order to facilitate the
creation of a happy medium. In my opinion, having disagreements means that
democracy is working because there is
debate. When everyone agrees, it means
that there is a problem , and nobody is listening to one other. In order to avoid this

lack of communication, there should always be a place for the opposite opinion
to be heard. This is not just a political imperative but a social one as well. No one
opinion is correct and all alternatives
must be given some credence, no matter
how disagreeable they may seem. We
cannot live in a society where everyone
agrees and there is no dissent. Too many
books have been written demonstrating
the dangers of everyone agreeing that one
way is best. Plurality of opinion is the
mark of an inclusive society, not censorship in the guise of common thought.
Politicall y, this country works by majority rule; however, this does not mean
that an alternative opinion can be ignored
or disregarded. The same is true of the
broader society and everyday life at
Colby. It is OK to have a contrary opinion and to disagree with others as long as
those disagreements are expressed with
a measure of civility and respect. The
world is not made up of dichotomies;
there is an enormous amount of grey
space. We should all be so lucky to live
in the grey space.

SEX ON THE HILL

Takinga one-nightstand

At a school as small as Colby, is it really possible to have a no-stringsl attached hookup? Does it still count as a
I one-night stand if you see the person
every day in class? And why do students
expect that their sexual indiscretions will
remain a secret at a school that is so tiny
that every time I walk into the gym I see
at least four people that my close friends
(and I) have hooked up with in the past?
i If we know that nothing on campus stays
a secret for long, why do we continue to
engage in acts that we would prefer to
stay behind closed doors?
According to UrbanDictionary.com (a
very reliable source for anything sexual
and/or disturbing), a one-night stand is,
by definition , "Hooking up with someone
for one night of sex with no strings at-

tached and hoping to never see them
again. It is important not to exchange any
personal info with them so they can 't
track you down and stalk you later."
At a school with 1,800 students , and
roughly 900 of each gender, there 's almost zero probability of you running into
a person at a dance that you 've never
seen, hooking up with him or her and
then never seeing that person again. And
the world works in such a way that once
you hook up with someone on campus,
you see him or her everywhere. At the
dining hall , in the gym, in the
Street...everywhere.
So is it possible to have a one-night
stand at Colby in the truest sense of the
fomtf J^a, not really. The reason jn o*t hook-ups seem to happen in the first place , •
is because' the individuals involved have
mutual friends or have a class or two in
common. So instead of having one-night
stands, we're really all like friends with
benefits. But what effect does this have on
the student body?
It may have something to do with the
reason that nothing seems to stay a secret
on campus. But it might also stem from

the fact that we can 't keep our own
mouths shut. The ideology of "I don't kiss
and tell" is almost nonexistent here. We
all commit our private acts on Friday and
Saturday nights, and then, come Sunday
brunch in Dana, it 's a free-for-all over
who can provide the juiciest story of the
weekend's sexcapades. Have we completely lost not only our own self-respect
but also the respect of the other members
involved in our one-night stands?
Whether we do it just to gloat or to
help cheer up our non-single friends who
like to live vicariously through others,
we all tell. And because a one-night stand
on the Hill is hardly ever just that, what
we say about others almost always gets
back»to them. So despite the fact that
startrhg with the Glow Dance freshman
year fo the "Last Chance Dance" before
graduation, it seems like the purpose of
the weekend is solely to get drunk and
hook up, maybe we should start to rethink our priorities.
A friend of mine once said, "A bad weekend is a weekend when you don 't hookup
with someone." No wonder almost everyone on the Hill got pink eye last spring.

I'M NEVER GOING TO GRADUATE

Worshipping our heroes
I've always been prone to hero worship. It's one reason I was fond of writing Spotlight on the Arts articles. But
I'm starting to feel uncomfortable about
being such a person.
We recently had the Olympics, that
grandest of showcases for athletic
prowess (and, in the case of the Winter
Games, human adaptability to extreme
environments). Even more recently we
had the Oscars, arguably the most
prestigious (but maybe just the snobbiest) of entertainment awards.
Obviously, both of those things provide a lot of hero worship fodder. It
isn't entirely unreasonable to call athletes like Lindsey Vonn superhuman,
and in theory, at least, the Oscars celebrate a beloved art form's power to
move hearts and captivate minds—to
change how we see the world, and
thus, sometimes, maybe, to change the
world itself.
But while events like the Olympics
and the Oscars show off some of the
best things that humankind is capable
of, presenting us with something like
royalty (just look at all of that gold ...
and, uh, gold-plated Britannium for the
Oscar statuettes), they also draw attention to some of our unseemly traits and
tendencies. As The New York Times'
Alessandra Stanley wrote of the
Olympics: "the best exploits of what
[NBC] unfailingly refers to as 'Team
USA' only bring out the worst in network heavy breathing."

And of course it wasn't limited to Team
USA. Consider all the buzz and baggage
surrounding Canadian ice skater Joannie
Rochette. Obviously, what she did was
awe-inspiring. I found something distasteful, however, about the way the
media (or at least NBC) played up her
mother 's death. There it was, prepackaged
narrative angst, to be mentioned at every
single em-effing opportunity. 1 can 't escape the suspicion that when the news
broke, someone at the network secretl y
went, "Yessss."
Then there was Andrea Joyce , interviewing Rochette after the medal ceremony: "Not only Canada, but the world
embraced you. Did you take strength
from that?"
Am 1 the only one who thinks a question like this is not only loaded , but
loaded with crap? It 's one thing for Scott
Hamilton to be reduced to tears. If you
didn 't feel at least a few plucks at your
heartstrings, you might not have a soul.
But Joannie Rochette's triumph belongs
to Joannie Rochette alone. And the more
you talk about how much "'support " and
affection she was getting from people
who had never, ever met her and will
never, ever have any meaningful interaction with her, the more it sounds like
you actually believe all these people
might deserve credit for the excellence
of her performance.
So this is how I translated Joyce 's
question: "Everyone felt sorry for you!
Aren't you going to thank us?" (Ever gracious, Rochette did. )
Of course , I doubt that this was
Joyce's intention. But her question was
still one of many attempts by supposed
journalists (and others around the world)
to insert themselves into the narratives
and lives of people to whom ihey have
no real connection.
Lindsey Vonn provides another exam-

ple of this intrusive , vaguely self-congratulatory breed of fawning. Again
quoting Alessandra Stanley, the day after
Vonn won her gold medal . Today host
Matt Lauer "gave her flowers ('just because we adore you ') and hugged her
tight (* we are so proud of you ')—as if
he and Meredith Vieira had spent the last
15 years rising at dawn to drive her to
training." Also recall how just after the
race, an NBC camera lingered interminably on Vonn as she sobbed into her
husband's shoulder.
I can 't think of a neat Oscar parallel ,
except for how chummy the red carpet
hosts try to be with celebrities who
probabl y don 't care or just feel awkwarded out (I know "awkward" isn 't a
verb, but it should be). Still , the Oscars
do hi ghli ght a tendency of viewers/outsiders to personalize and exaggerate
their connection to and investment in
those in the spotlig ht.
It 's an understandable tendency, sure:
like I said, these events highlight some of
humankind's highest potential , and we
should indeed pay attention. But some
people 's enthusiasm goes beyond understandable to unwarranted, even inappropriate. And more problematic (if still
understandable) is the degree to which we
let such events distract us from the
world's Big Problems.
My point is not, after all, that those in
the spotlight are so much better than the
rest of us. It 's that their lives are THEIR
lives , not ours, even if they do affect
ours, sometimes deeply. And if we
spend too much time fawning, and if
we 're as lame and creepy about it as
NBC was with Olymp ians, then we lose
sight of the real reason we love and need
heroes: to insp ire us to stm e for great'
ness ourselves.

Experimentingwith fashiontrends on the Hill

COURTESY OF JULIA DEUT5CH

Julia Deutsch '12 dons flirty dresses even in the midst of winter.

By SARAH LYON
NEWS STAFF

While many students on campus
sport
what
Georgina
Greenough '12 describes as
"designer jeans and a Patagonia
fleece, topped off with Uggs or
Bean boots," others look to break
the mold with their innovative
fashion choices.
Colby Couture
As far as fashion on the Hill
goes, "we're a pretty good-looking
campus," Greenough says. "The
boys at Colby, whether their mothers shop for them or they're doing
it themselves, [are] doing a pretty
good job."
Lena Frostestad '12, a costume
designer for Powder and Wig,
says, "it's fun to get inspired by
what other [students] wear.
Usually people are very aware of
what works for their body and
what doesn't," she says.
Still, "every single person at
Colby has a plaid flannel shirt,"
Frostestad says. "And it's really
comfortable. I feel like at Colby,
people go for the more comfortable
look one to three days a week."
"Everyone here is really preppy, but I wouldn't classify myself
as preppy," Julia Deutsch '12
says, who hopes to see more variety in students' clothing choices.

"I've never seen more pastel
polos in my life," says Spencer
Phillips '12, who grew up in
"I've
Portland,
Oregon.
embraced the preppy culture.
Colby is definitely preppy, there's
no doubt about it**
Deutsch describes the average
girl on campus as wearing a
"J.Crew-inspired outfit with a
cardigan and collared shirt in jeans
and khakis," while a guy is "the
stereotypical *bro * [with a] collared
shirt, jeans [and] a North Face."
"For the most part I think people look pretty put-together,"
Deutsch says. "There 's definitel y
a look at Colby, [but] 1 wish people would experiment a bit."
Still, even the most original
dressers can 't help but partake in
certain trends. "I [have to] admit
I do have a pair of Bean boots and
I kind of like them," Deutsch
says. "When the weather calls for
it you have to wear your snow
clothes, but I try to avoid it."
Bean boots exemplify how
"form and function meets style,"
Phillips says. "When you think of
Bean boots you think of winter in
Maine, and I guess subsequently
you think of Colby."
"I have yet to succumb to the
North Face fleece," Greenough
says. "I do want one, though, I'm
not going to lie—one of the really
soft ones."
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Oregon native Spencer Phillips '12 has embraced a preppier style.

Doing Something Different
Due to the prevalence of "flannel and sweaters and Uggs on
campus, it 's nice to see someone
who will pull out a dress in the
morning," Frostestad says, and
Deutsch agrees. "Even when it 's
cold out I still walk around in a
dress and leggings," she says.
"I'm from London so I guess my
aesthetic comes from there. I like
dresses because they're more fitted and pouf out at the waist, and
I love funky headbands."
During her high school years,
Deutsch and her friends enjoyed
"reading Elle magazine for inspiration" and attending London
Fashion Week, which gave
Deutsch a first-hand look at the
latest trends.
"I guess I'm not as flamboyant
as I am in London," she says.
"There are just certain outfits that
I wouldn't wear to class."
Greenough, who also grew up in
loyal" to
London, "stayed
European stores like Topshop, but
spending summers in Maine introduced Greenough to American
chains like Urban Outfitters ,
J.Crew and American Eagle, which
also influence her style. Her other
favorite stores include Free People,
BCBG and Saks Fifth Avenue.
"I think the cross-Atlantic dressing is cool because you can take
stuff back and have unique stuff no

one else has," Greenough says.
Even moving from one coast to
another provides ample opportunity to experiment with new trends.
Leaving San Francisco to attend
college on the East Coast greatly
influenced Frostestad's style.
"The only boots I'd ever
owned before coming to Colby
were Ugg boots ," Frostested
says. "I never did skinny jeans
before, but now I'm obsessed
with them. I do a lot more layering, just because of the temperature. I' ve also gotten really into
pea coats and scarves because
they go with the weather."
Morning Routine
Unlike some students who roll
out of bed five minutes before
class and throw on the nearest
pair of sweatpants, Deutsch sacrifices sleep in order to perfect
an outfit.
"If I have class at 11, 1 wake up
at 8:30 and I'll shower until 9.
Then I pick out my outfit and do
my hair and figure out what headband and what jewelry goes [with
it]," she says.
Even those who maintain a
faster morning routine still look
stylish , according to Frostestad.
"People know beforehand certain outfits that work. They can
still get dressed really quickly
and just throw on makeup and

COURTESY Of LENA FROSTESTAD

Lena Frostestad'12 hasadjusted herstyle tosurvivetheMaine weather.

be ready in half an hour or 15
minutes. It takes just as much
time to throw on a pair of
jeans...as sweatpants. Why not
wear something nicer and more
put-together?"
While girls on campus tend to
dress nicely, guys generally settle
for "a lot of sweatpants," Hannah
Parnes '10 says, who writes a
fashion blog in her spare time and
maintains a look that is "sort of a
New England style, pretty classic
with some bohemian twists."
"But at the same time, being stylish is just being comfortable with
yourself, so if they're comfortable
wearing sweatpants around, then
more power to them,]*, she says.
Phillips says that guys' outfits
are "pretty casual, but there's
definitel y the Nantucket reds. It's
a weird mix of sloppy-easy...with
preppy casual that I've never
seen before."
However, a little extra effort
can positively impact students*
appearance, especially when trying to impress professors,
Frostestad says.
"In general, fashion is just a fun
way to show who you are. In a
college environment you meet a
lot of new people, and what you're
wearing is going to impact what
people think of you. If you just put
in the extra minute in the morning,
it will make a huge difference."

Fashionably Frugal
Whether shopping at highend department stores or scouring the racks at the local
Ken-A-Set thrift store, students
on the Hill are able to find a
variety of pieces to complement
their style regardless of their
price range.
"I can think of a few friends
who—when
we
go
to
Freeport...definitel y splurge, but
I have my other friends [who are
more] Bohemian chic, so there's
a mixture of [how much people
spend]," Deutsch says.
Frostestad says she is "really
good at going for the less expensive stores like Forever 21 and
H&M, and going toward the sale
racks for the more expensive
stores. I'm sure other people are
wearing Chanel shoes," she says.
"My whole thing is about being
very fashionable on very little
money, and I do think it 's possible to do so."
Although Waterville offers
limited shopping options, "the
local T.J. Maxx is fun. You can
find
good
stuff
there ,"
Greenough says.
Ultimately, however, fashion is
all about the right kind of experimentation and presentation.
"Life is too short, why blend
in?" Greenough says. "Dress
to impress."

FACULTY PROFILE: WYNN YAMAMI

Artist in residencebringsManhattan style to Maine
By JESICA CHANG
A&E CO-EDITOR

Wynn Yamami is the current
artist in residence at the College.
Hailing from New York City, he
is a pianist, composer, percussionist and taiko drummer. He
and I are sitting in the Pugh
Community room—he as the
amused interviewee and I as the
bewildered reporter.
"So. Can you tell me what
exactly your songs are about? I

don 't understand...." I say.
I had called him back for a second interview after watching a
video clip of his band, happyfunsmile. In the outlandish video,
seven people in a bar in
Chinatown are wearing mismatched Japanese costumes as
they perform, although one man
looks out of place, donning a
business suit and performing a
fiddle tune on a banjo. Yamami is
standing slightly off-center in a
bright purple kimono, clanging on
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Wynn Yamami teaches a taiko drumming class at the College.

a portable drum set one minute
and working a tune on an accordion the next.
In a previous interview, he had
described the group to me as a fun
party band that played popular
Japanese music genres. "For you,"
he says, "it's probably like listening to Johnny Mathis or over-thetop sentimental songs that are
almost too cheesy to listen to, but
enjoyable for the same reason."
Perhaps his music is more
accurately described as that
of Johnny Mathis * adopted
cousin twice removed. To
me , the music is like a
hyped-up Japanese rendition
of klezmer music.
1 think , "How does one go
from being the urban postmodernist to completely...." You see,
the Yamami sitting in front of me
is the "exemplary" New Yorker.
He is wearing the Manhattan
look, dressed in neat black from
shoulder down. His glasses have
square, black, retro-style rims, and
they remind me of the browline
specs that Malcom X sported in
the 50s. There is something
absolutely, intrinsically artsy about
him that exudes the sophisticated
vibe of the New York music scene.
He tries to explain.

"We're pooling from a couple experimental trio KIOKU, and
of different traditions , so we he performs regularly with Soh
probably do give off that ridicu- Daiko, the Tachibana Dance
lous vibe to a lot of viewers...but Group and the Japanese gypsy
if people know the chindon 'ya rock group Kagero.
tradition and the Obon festival,
He lets out a laugh. "Well as
they 'll see where we're fitting you saw, happyfunsmile fits one
exactly into the musical genres particular niche—it's kind of that
and the event."
rambunctious, exuberant, joyful
I am intrigued, but I must have performance...whereas KIOKU
given him a perplexed look , is avant-garde, more modbecause
he
continues: em. .. .It's wonderful playing with
"[Chindon 'ya] was a means of different people, and it's all about
getting people 's attention and the different relationships we
advertising the opening of a have with each other."
restaurant, a panchinko parlor, or
At the College, Yamami teachany kind of a store. So they es a taiko class that incorporates
would use exaggerated comic both a critical study of the instruversions of kabuki characters and ment and tradition through readings and also a hands-on
also comic versions of popular
stars from the silent film era—so approach with the drum that
you would see chindon 'ya per- allows the students to "feel the
formers dressing up like Charlie - embodiment that is required to
Chap lin. That 's where we fit in. play taiko."
That 's why we're wearing that
So given all this, I ask Yamami
kind of costume and I have that
at the end of the interview to
envision a hypothetical scenario:
crazy, purple kimono."
"Your bio says that you are in "Twenty years from now, you're
five billion different bands," I
stuck on a remote island that 's
say, purposel y exaggerating and been hit with a depression. If
inviting him to elaborate.
there was a job shortage and the
According to his website, totalitarian government there was
Yamami not only leads the rationing out jobs, which would
Japanese street music group you choose: a job teaching music
happyfunsmile but also the theory to jocks or a band gig

where you were paid
in
coconuts?" I want to see which
he loves more: teaching or playing with the band.
He won 't give me a strai ght
answer, but perhaps his answer
to an earlier question reflects
his thoughts.
"You know, I love the college
university setting—it 's a space
where people spend time thinking
and examining different things.
So it's a really special environment. So, to answer your question, I do want to end up teaching
full-time within the college university system."
"Ideally, I'd like to keep the
bands going, because I feel like
being an active performer helps
with the research and gives you a
sense of understanding about
other performers and perhaps
gives you more of a sympathetic
eye when you 're critiquing other
people," Yamami explains. "If
you have performed yourself you
might have a little bit of an understanding of what it is and what it
means to put yourself out there.
And, of course, thinking about
things and examining things will
help your performance, so I'm
trying to keep both aspects, both
activities, in my life."

I WHO'S WHO: AMY WESTON '10

SPOTLIGHT: WRITERS' CENTER

Senior combines interests in
Students seek help on essays gender
studies and astronomy

TheWrtiers
'Center to the Writer 's Center before taking the class but decided to
trainsstudents to become
a tutor because he wanttutor their p e e r s ed to expand his background and
By LEAH WALPUCK
NEWS STAFF

The
Farnham
Writers '
Center was established 26
years ago and continues to
thrive as more and more students fully realize the benefits
that can be reaped from the
College 's peer-tutoring system.
"We're here to help with any
step of the writing process,"
Assistant Director of the
Writers ' Center Laura Webb
says. Webb who works with
Visiting Professor of English
and Director of the Writers '
Center Paula Harrington to
manage 30 student tutors.
They also teach a special tutoring class that trains student tutors
to help any student on a paper for
any class at any step of the writing process.
The tutoring course, EN214,
combines
composition
and
rhetoric theory. As a part of the
class , students define what is
good writing and what is bad
writing. After establishing hallmarks of good writing in every
subject , the tutors-in-training
observe a tutoring session, tutor
a tutor and finally tutor a student.
Jackson Clark * 12 is an English
major and has been a tutor since
his freshman year, when a professor recommended EN214 to him.
When asked what kinds of students come to the Writers' Center
and from what classes, Clark
replied that there is "definitely a
wide variety."
One example of the diversity
among Writers * Center tutors is
Adam Spierer *13 who is currently enrolled in EN214 and
who is considering majoring in
Biology. Spierer had never been

"it seemed like a good idea being
a science major and having a
strong writing background."
After being tutored as an
assignment for the class, Spierer
felt that his "paper was significantly better" and that his tutor
helped "open [his] eyes to see
what needed to be fixed in the
broader scope of the essay."
Already this year there has
been a 31.5 percent increase from
last year in the number of students who come to be tutored at
the Writers * Center. Almost 300
students met with tutors over the
course of first semester and
and
Webb
and
JanPlan ,
Harrington say that they are
expecting to have completed a
total of 1,600 tutoring sessions by
the end of the year.
This large increase in the
number of students taking
advantage of the Writers '
Center can be attributed to several key changes that have been
made this year. For starters,
after talking to professors who
said that they were looking for
greater emphasis on grammar
and punctuation , this year the
Writers' Center has specialized
Style Tutors at the ready who
are specifically trained in grammar review.
Another new addition to the
Center is the Writing Fellows
Program, in which a writing fellow, or student tutor, is assigned
to a class that has a writing-intensive project as a part of its curriculum. The writing fellow is
then available to work with the
students from the class on a particular assignment for which they
may want ot*need additional personalized assistance.
This year also marks the debut
of the popular Pizza and a

session
on
Paragraph
Wednesdays from 6-7 p.m., during which an example of poor
writing is written up on the white
board and students learn how to
revise a sentence word by word
in a comfortable environment—
sitting with friends and snacking
on hot pizza.
"It gives students the chance
to engage in writing as a practice
rather than a set of specific
assignments or a skill that you
might forget," Harrington says,
who leads the Wednesday night
sessions. "It 's really just a blast."
It is quite clear that these
recent changes to the system
have had very far-reaching
effects, and both the faculty and
student body 's response has been
extremely positive.
Cindy Guan *10 , a frequent
visitor to the Writers ' Center
since her freshman year, claims
that she has "definitely seen
[her] writing skills improve" and
that overall "everyone is very
fun to work with, nice and easygoing." She adds that the
Writers' Center is also great for
"help with application essays,"
and the supply of good chocolate
never runs out.
When asked what could be
improved about the Center on the
exit evaluations that students are
asked to comp lete after their
tutoring sessions, most say
"nothing" and sometimes even
add that they wish their session
had been longer.
With its Pizza and a
Paragraph on Wednesday nights,
a perrenially full jar of chocolate
and all the writing help you
could want, the Writers ' Center
offers feedback and writing
guidance that will last a lifetime.
To sign up for a one-on-one
go
to
tutoring
session ,
http://www.colby.edu/academics
_cs/acaddept/writerscenter/inde
x.cfm.
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great friends and all around
wonderful relationships" that
have allowed her to expand herself across all areas of study and
become an integral part of the
student body.
As head of the Bridge Club
last year and a constant activist
on campus, Weston feels that she
now "knows everyone." Her
advice for students is to "get
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AUGMENTED REALITY EXPERIENCE

An Individualized Interactive Web Experience
To learn more about our MFA in Emergent Media,
visit our augmented reality experience
at emergent.champlain.edu

space exploration in the 1960s
(which combines her expertise
on astronomy and women 's stud"My secret is that I like everyies) and another on Vermont's
thing," Amy Weston MO says
Western Abenaki people and the
with a smile.
Vermont Eugenics Project that
A New Hampshire native with
took place in the 1920s and
a passion for science, Weston has
1930s. Additionally, she will be
taken every single astronomy
presenting a poster on false color
course at the College, yet she
imaging of spiral galaxies at the
will graduate with a degree in
College 's Collins Observatory.
W o m e n ' s
S o u n d
Gender
and
impressive?
S e x u a l i t y
Next
year,
Studies. Weston
Weston
will
j o k i n g l y
pursue her pasdescribes herself
sion for astronoas a "WGSS
my at NASA ,
major, with a
working
on
healthy dose of
"Project Piper,
astrophysics."
to figure out
Before comwhat happened
ing
to
the
in the first 10College, Weston
34 seconds after
became a pubthe Big Bang,"
lished scientist
she says. She
when she and
saw the posting
others discovon
Colby
ered 12 new
Connect
and
baby stars in the
decided to apply
galaxy. Weston
NICK lOWCE/THE COLBY ECHO
as a long shot.
Nextyear, Amy Weston '10 will work at NASA on "Project Piper. "
knew she loved
After
suband
mitting
her
physics
astronomy, but she wanted to use involved. She encourages peo- application ,
Weston
was
her time in college to explore and
ple to stick up for themselves shocked to get a call from the
try new things.
and adds that if they "see some- chief engineer of the Project
Weston has definitely been
Pi per program , who told her
thing that bothers them [they
taking advantage of her liberal
should] about it. There are plen- that she had "quite the
arts education. "I feel that I ty of productive ways to deal
resume. " Taken aback , she
have been really encouraged to with unhappiness. Don 't just let
responded , "You really think
pursue everything I am inter- it go."
so?" Weston says that she "felt
ested in , and [I] have felt no
Weston is currently spending hired even before the interpressure to focus on one thing, " the majority of her time in the
views were over. "
she says.
observatory working on a project
The program is based in
Whether it is by writing an
Mary land ,
with
imaging spiral galaxies for the Goddard ,
opinion piece in the Echo or
upcoming Colby Undergraduate branches in New Mexico and
talking about current issues with
Research Symposium, which is Australia. Weston is both
others on campus, Weston tries held at the end of April as a way "thrilled and nervous" to start her
to project the importance of
for students to present their inde- new job as an engineer, simply
voice and opinion. She is "realpendent research.
because she'is not entirely sure
ly grateful for all' the people
At the symposium,' Weston
what to expect. "My childhood
who have been so supportive to will be giving two short talks: dream was to be an astronaut.
[her] at Colby: great professors, one on the gendered politics of Why give up now?"
By CARLY RUSHFORD
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FRIDAY

St. Patrick's Day with The Joint Chiefs

Women In the Spotlight

New Work by Gary Mitchell

Marchese Blue Light Pub
9 p.m.
Did you not get enough of St. Patrick's Day
this past weekend? Then come join vocalist
James O'Brien, keyboardist Greg Klein, drummer
Carson Brown, guitarist Zander Kollich, and
bassist Jeoff Jarnot for a concert thrown by
Colby's very own band, The Joint Chiefs.
Featuring guest appearances by Lane Phillips
and Brandon Castelino. 21+ bring ID. All
attendees are encouraged to wear green and
celebrate post-Doghead with this awesome
student group.

Lovejoy 215

4 p.m.
Many academics write for other academics , but
few publish works for a broader or more general
readership. Professors Catherine L. Besteman,
Julie T. Millard, Larissa J. Taylor and Assistant
Professor Adrian Blevins will discuss their
books and articles.

Colby Improv Show

Cotter Union — Lower Programming Space
10:15 p.m.
i
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Art Museum — 115 Upper Jette
7 a.m.
Assistant Professor Garry Mitchell presents new
paintings generated through an arrangement of
forms , shapes, and colors. Mitchell's paintings
are composed of delicate and layered
abstractions that emerge through the release of
" new shapes or networks from the wet surface."

International Coffee Hour

Mary Low — 115 Coffee House
4:30 p.m.

SUNRISE ON SATURDAY

THIS WEEK
ONLINE
THECOLBYECHO.COM/ BLOG

THIS WEEK'S POLL QUESTION

Wh at 's your
f avorite Colby
f ashion?
YOUR OPTIONS
A. Bean boots
B. Leggings as pants
C. Flannel
D. Buck Fates shirts
E. Ray-Bans

Students on the Hill join together to watch Saturday s' sunrise on the steps of Miller.
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MAKING IT TO THE MORNING

LAST WEEK'S RESULTS
THE Q UESTION
What political issue is most
important to you?

<•>
THE BREAK DOWN
A. Housing 13%
B. Dorm Damage 64%
C. Drug and Alcohol Policy 23%

^.QU ARTERS
H-fllr .styli.i/\.g

§
T«w.n-iM.g saiom.
113 Main St. WTVL
873-1344
Mon-Fri-8-5:30
Sat. -8-4:00
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Students gather in a sea of green in order to celebrate the upcoming St. Patrick s' Day.
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LATE NIGHT IN MILLER
TEXTS FROM LAST NIGHT EDITION: SATURDAY'S SHENANIGANS

What was your text from last weekend?
"- "
-<

(617): "i just drank 7 goldfish and
threw up 6. where the hell did the
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(978): "also, i'm bleeding."
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(911): "meet me in the Pierc e
3rd floor bathroom. "
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(847): "i've only had greenjello shots +
green beer, if i vom, it's gonna be festive."
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THIS WEEK'S FORECAST

12-STEP
RECOVERY GROUP

KHouse of Pizza

THURSDAYS

12 P.M. TO 1 P.M.

ROSE CHAPEL

I We Deliver until 2 a.m. and don't for get to ask about our weeklyspecials!
I
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JOKAS'
SPECIALS
We've got another
shipment in;
100 cases of
distressed beers;
TOO MANY kinds
to mention...
Come on in and
check them out!
Open Sun-Wed until 9 pm ,
Thurs until 10 pm ,
Fri & Sat until midnight
We now have the largest selection of domestic and import beers
in Centra] Maine.

873-6228

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME

Viva la revolution: Next!is epic theater
revue felt conceptually muddled.
For example, I wasn't sure what
the song "Unworthy of your
Love" from Assassinswasmeant
to do within this context of political theater.
But this would be my only
criticism of an otherwise wildly
entertaining, thoughtful and
extremely well-directed and
performed piece. As an ensemble, the small cast did an excellent job with their music and
was incredibly entertaining.
They did not play characters ,
but played themselves. For
example. Piper Haywood ' 10
is an artist in real life, and on
stage as "Piper," she had the
chance to paint.
However, 1 want to single
out two performances that I
thought were exceptionally
good: Brent Daly ' 11 and
Brent
Mary Randall *I3.
was very diva, both as the
character "Brent" and as the
characters he played in the
songs. His performance of
orphanage supervisor Miss
Hannigan as a chain-smoking
alcoholic (his voice channeling Harvey Fierstein at his
Finest) in the opening number
"It 's The Hard Knock Life"
from Annie, and his performance
CHRIST KASPF1AR/THE CO LBV ECMI 5
as the Bat Boy in "Show you a
Abby Crocker '13 (bottom). Mary Randall '13 (middle) and Trip
Thing or Two" from Bat Boy:
Venturelia '12 (top), perform in Next! an original cabaret by Guest
Tixe Musical were two of the funArtist Jonathan Mastro The ensemble had great chemistry and heart.
niest moments in Next!.
Mary Randall '13 played the
Some songs come from musi- cello while singing in "Later" from
By QAINAT KHAN
cals that are political to begin A Little Night Music. Enough said.
A&E EDITOR
with , such as the overtly antiLest you think she played simple
Judith Butler wrote, "Fantasy is capitalist The Threepenny Opera , whole notes, the cello line was its
not the opposite of reality, it is the 60s liberation romp Hair and own distinct musical line, comthe latently antiractst South pletely separate from what she
what reality forecloses. " While
Butler wrote this in reference to Pacific. There were also songs sang. Being able to convey two
from
obscure musicals , with my contradictory musical ideas at the
issues of gender (look her up, she
same time is a
will blow your mind), 1 think this personal favorite being Bat Boy:
The Musical, and from popular
feat I cannot
sentiment can be app lied to the
ical
work
musical
musicals
peop
le
disregard
as
even begin to
kind of ideolog
kitsch
or
pandering
to
the
massfathom.
theater can do. in that it imagines
In terms of
a space that allows us to experi- es, like Annie.
However, the political implicaother t e c h n i ence, momentaril y, the possibilitions of the songs were sometimes cal aspects , I
ties not yet available to us in
tenuous. I think this might be e s p e c i a l l y
reality. This, 1 think, is the object
of Guest Artist Jonathan Mastro\s because the revue tried to cram too loved the use
much disparate matenal into 50 of stage space
originall y conceived revue. Next!
minutes In trying to cover so much t h a t Mastro
A Cabaret f r o m the Ftxmtlines.
employed. The
Next ' is an amalgam of songs ground, the ideological work
set included
from a small sampling of musical became lost in translation.
I found myself lost at limes in try- two m o v i n g
theater 's vast repertory. In the context of the revue, the songs are ing to figure out the subject that each s c a f f o l d i n g s
bound together by their progressive song tackled out of context of its and a stairFor
politics and the story arc. The play is musical. The themes covered by the c a s e .
a story about a group of students at revue included, (but were not limit- e v e r y m u s i Colby who are trying to put togeth- ed to) work, love, war, assimilation, cal n u m b e r .
er a musical revue that is socially race and injustice. Progressivism is t h e stag ing changed and was
relevant and entertaining. In the an umbrella term for so many things, utilized effectively, so that the
and to touch on it all was too much. actors were climbing on top of the
context of the revue, songs from
musicals are reconceptualized to So sometimes, the function of the set pieces or were being rolled
have social or political significance. songs did not come through, and the around as they performed on the

moving parts. Indicative of this
effective use was the number "The
Bourgeois" from Jacque Brel is
Alive and Well and Living in Paris.
The three actors involved (lsmael
Perez '13, Julia Deutsch '12 and
Alexandra Desaulniers '11) would
incrementallymove up the stair case
and hang off it at times.These stage
antics fit the mood of the music perfectly. Furthermore, the excellent
live band and Mastro's arrangements of the music did a great job
capturing the spirit of the songs
despite the small size of the band.
And the costumeswere incredibly well made, whether it was the
sequined bustier of pastel colors or
the many layers of clothes velcroed
on a single body. In the Bat Boy
number, Daly had on at least three
layers of clothes: a tuxedo, his military fatigues from the previous
number and his clothes as "Brent."
However everything was seamless,
came off withouta hitch and did not
look bulky at all.
I loved this production because
it was ambitious. I don 't think
Next! always accomplished what it
set out to do ideologically, but
when it did succeed, it did so in a
big way. The song that to me best
represented the ideological work
Next! tried to do was the finale that
posits "Do You Hear the People
Sing" from Les Miserables in the
context of gay rights.
When the actors came on stage
dressed in sequins and flamboyant outfits, I did not know what
was happening; I don 't remember
such a staging in Les Miserables.
However, when the LOVE sculpture came down, its red replaced
by the rainbow colors of gay
pride, and Brent Daly came
marching up the stairs waving the
rainbow flag, my friends and I
became ecstatic— as in beside
ourselves with
joy. The struggle
of the proletariat
to be recognized
as human was
being remapped
as queer people
claiming their
recognition as
humans.
From
our
s e c t i o n of t h e
a u d i e n c e , we
clapped
our
agreement with
the message of
the song: "It is
the music of a people who will
not be slaves again." In that
moment , Next! did its work as
transformative, provocative ,
fantastical theater.

When Brent
Daly came
marching up the
stairs waving
the rainbow
flag, my friends
and I became
ecstatic— as in
besides ourselves
with joy.

MARKSTEINMETZ NET

Steinmetzs' set of p hotographs "Little League " captures life s' drama.

Photographer
Mark Steinmetz
By LAUREN FIORELU
NEWS STAFF

Photographer Mark Steinmetz
joined us on campus last
Wednesday at the invitation of
Assistant Professor of Art Gary
Green to share and discuss his
work with the College community.
Steinmetz has published three
books of photographs and his work
has been exhibited at many museums, including the Museum of
Modem Art in New York City.
Photography, Steinmetz said, is
about being "awake and alive to
the
moment.. .available
to
chance." The intention of the photographer in the moment of creation is to capture a feeling in an
image when the opportunity presents itself.
"I'm a literary photographer,"
Steinmetz said, as his photography
captures moments that -suggest a
story. "You'll see a moment, and in
that moment there's a kind of
shock...they're not large dramas."
Steinmetz ran a slideshow of his
work that included a series of Little
League photographs presenting the
viewer with a mini-drama of the
child faced with adult pressures.
Steinmetz finds a way through his
work to "extract an image from an
event," as he put it And black and
white photography, he said, aids this
extraction. He works almost exclusively in the black and white medium saying, "I think black and white
is more purely about light [than
color is]."

Enter the
Hagg is
BY RINE V1ETH AND
ANDREW COX
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

WORK IT, MR. COLBY

NICK IOOICE/THE COLBY ECHO

The Echo 's own Sports Editor Will Harrington 'JO (left) pcforms during the talent portion of the annual Mr. Colby Contest on
Thursday March 11. However, Nick Tucker '10 (rig ht) captured the crown. If you missed it. check out the video on thecolbyecho.com.

The photograph itself frames the
image, and the black and white further displaces that image from life's
narrative flow. It highlights that
moment and separates it from the
life we live in color daily.
Steinmetz's interest in metaphor
lends a depth to his imagery. He sees
the possibilityof the photograph to
be "a kind of visual poetry."
When one looks at a photograph, the experience of the image
should be multi-dimensional. As a
young photographer, Steinmetz
would look through Time-Life
books of photography and he could
"see the picture and get it, and the
experience was kind of over." With
his own photography, Steinmetz
hopes to convey that shock, that
"something sudden is happening."
As a photographer, searching
for these moments, he said "the
truth is you never reallyknow what
you 're doing. You have a vision,
and sometimes you have a lot of
confidence... When it comes
together it just seems like there are
larger things than me and my will."
Steinmetz's overarching vision
is to capture modem American life.
"1 want [my] three books together
to be a good take on our civilization." He does not stick to one
"type" of photo, but works indoors
and outdoors, taking portraits and
landscapes alike, endeavoring to
create "a catalogue of things that
are happening."
"For peop le in the future I
kind of want to be a guide,"
Steinmetz said.

The Canadian Celtic rock
band Enter the Haggis returned
to Waterville on March 13th to
: a full house ranging in those
casual listeners of Irish alt-rock
to super-fans, ready with band
shirts and hats. Thanks to the
Office of Multicultural Affairs,
many Colby students had the
opportunity to go to the show
for free , as part of the year-long
program aimed at getting students to attend events centered
around diversity.
Although
Enter the Haggis's fan base is in
the late 20s to mid 30s demographic , ages on Saturday ni ght
ranged from elementary school
to senior citizen.
The show started with openers "Hoots And Hellmouth. "
The rowdy tunes were not well
suited for the Opera House—sitting in a chair during a rock concert is not at all ideal. At one
point , lead guitarist and singer,
Trevor Lewington, broke two
strings and still managed to keep
the audience on an energetic
See HAGGIS, Page 1
1

Here's What's Playing Fri.
Mar. 19 through Thurs.
Mar. 25

The Ghost Writer
PG-13 Ni ghtly at 5:10 and
7:45; Matinees Sat., Sun. and
Wed at 12:00 and 2:35

North Face
Unrated Ni ghtly at 5:00 &
7:25; Matinees Sat., Sun. and
Wed . at 12:00 & 2:25

The Hurt Locker
R Ni ghtl y at 5:20 and 7:55;
Matinees Sat., Sun. and Wed .
at 12:10 and 2:45

Homegrown
Unrated Sat . and Sun. at
10:00 a.m.

Classical elegance

REVIEW
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The Colby Orchestra p layed a delightful concert this Saturday.
For highlights, see our video at vimeo.com/thecolbyecho
By QAINAT KHAN
A&E EDITOR

This past weekend, the Colby
Orchestra conducted by Jonathan
Hallstrom played a delightful concert
of Classical music. If you have been
paying attention to previous concerts, the theme this year for the
orchestra is "a journey through
music history." Having touched on
the Romantic and Baroque periods
last semester, we have made our way
to the Classical period.
The concert began with Eine
Kleine Nacht Musik by that most
representative classical composer
W.A. Mozart. Everyone knows
Eine Kleine—it has been used in so
many commercials and movies.
However, I think the mark of
artistry means that no matter how
many times a piece is used and
abused, it never becomes cliched
when heard in the correct context.
This also is incumbent on the group
performing to take special care so
that its interpretation does not
sound hackneyed. And thankfully
with the Colby Orchestra, the performance was certified fresh.
Although tentative sounding at
some points, the articulation was
crisp and did justice to Mozart's
elegant writing. The balance
between the string sections was
extremely good. As a cellist, I am
slightly biased and will give a shout
out to my section and the basses for
their excellent playing. Yeah, the
parts are mostly tonic-dominant
harmonic grounding, but it was as
if the cellos and basses were one
instrument: matching in articulation, style and intonation.
I thought the orchestra did an excellentjob of bringing out the drama of the
piece. I have heard EineKleinemany
times, but "dramatic"never occurredto
me as the adjective to describe the
music's affect Yet in Hallstrom's mind
and in the hands of the Colby
Orchestra, the music had definite flair,
and made for a fresh interpretation.
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, pnncipal cellist
After Eine Kleine
Steve Witkin dazzled the audience
with the technical virtuosity required
of Boccherini's Cello Concerto in B
f lat Major. When Mr. Witkin played
through a passage of double stops in
thumb position, I almost died. It is
unimaginably difficult to play that (1
know from many years of failure)
and Mr. Witkin made it look
absolutely effortless, as he was able
to play the incredibly demanding
passages with finesse and clarity.
While lacking in the shirt-ripping
passion of concern" written for cello in
the Romantic period, the sheer level
of technical competence that Mr.
Witkin possesses and had the opportunity to display in the Boccherini was
a treat to behold Sometimes, you
think unbelievably talented people
only exist in huge cities. ML Witkin
was a reminder to us that they just
might be sitting next to you.
Finally, the orchestra ended with
Haydn's Symphony 103, "The Drum
Roll." I will admit it now, Haydn is my
least favorite composer. He wrote the
same symphony 104 times. I kid, but
not by much Having put my cards on
the table, I must say that I was pleasantly surprised by this symphony. The
last movementiwas especiallyrousing.
This is a huge generalization and
a purely subjective feeling, but
Classical music (as in music from the
Classcial period)just does not do it
for me. Life starts with Beethoven's
middle periodand the Romantics—I
could listen to that music forever and
be completely satisfied. But, I up my
hat to Hallstrom and the Colby
Orchestra for finding the dramatic
flair in these pieces.
In our tour through music history,
the selections from the classical period as performed by the Colby
Orchestra made for an excellent
sampling, mixing the familiar with
the virtuosic. However, despite my
prejudices coming in, I was engaged
through out and impressed, as
always, with the level of accomplishment this orchestra and its individual
members possess.

If you happen to be in New
York City sometime before the
end of June, allow me to make a
recommendation: go and see A
Behanding in Spokane on
Broadway. It's a deliriously profane, violent and over-the top
new play by Martin McDonagh,
the man who wrote and directed
the movie In Bruges. But the
best part of Behanding? It stars
Christopher Walken
The setup: a one-handed man
named Carmichael (Walken) has
been searching for his missing
appendage for forty-seven years,
ever since it was forcibly
removed by a bunch of "hillbilly
bastards" when he was a teenager. His quest brings him to a rundown hotel operated by an
off-kilter receptionist named
Melvyn
(Sam
Rockwell).
Carmichael has arranged a meeting there with Toby (Anthony
Mackie) and Marilyn (Zoe
Kazan), a couple who claim to
have found his missing hand.
From that gloriously whackedout premise, things go even more
horribly awry.
I can 't go into too much more
detail without giving away some
of the show's fun, but the plot
twists and turns more often than
a crowded 1950s dance hall. The
play is a pitch-black comedy—
McDonag h*s specialty—and the
jokes come so fast and furiously
that it 's hard to appreciate them
all. I was laughing for the entirety of the show's 90-minute performance, to the extent that
several times I had trouble catching my breath. The cast is uniformly excellent, and they're all
working at the top of their game.
But the greatest draw is
Christopher Walken. In recent
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From HAGGIS, Page 10
ride. One of the most unique
qualities of the band's performance was their use of a raised
stage that they could stomp on
for added percussion, complemented
with
tambourines
attached at the edges.
Enter the Haggis's long set
began with a loud "The Litter
and the Leaves" that got concert-

to forget that he's actually a
damn good, Oscar-winning
actor.
A Behanding in Spokane
reminds us of this fact. I have
never seen a professional play in
which an actor so completely
sold a role. Carmichael is a rude,
cruel, racist son of a bitch, but
Walken makes every minute he 's
on stage positively shine. His
trademark offbeat delivery, with
random pauses and an emphasis
on words that have no need for
emphasis, is on full display.
Instead of coming across as a

goers up and dancing in their
seats. They continued with song
after danceable song, and while
some decided to try their hands
at Irish dancing on the sides of
the theater, most were content to
clap along.
The middle of the set was
slower than the first part, with
much more keyboard and fiddleplaying featured. At that point ,
several children did fall asleep
and had to be carried out of the
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Learn. Explore. Discover.

This summer, experience one of the world's top-ranked universities—in
one of the nation's great college towns. Boston University Summer Term
has 700 courses to choose from, in over 70 subjects. Study with awardwinning faculty. Fulfill your academic goals. And fall in 4P with Boston.
Learn more at bu.edu/summer.
Summer 1: May 18-June 25
Summer 2: June 28-August 6

An equal opportunity, affirmative action institution:

NEWYORKTIMES COM

Christopher Walken s' performance is pitch perfect, although
the p lay as a whole is not writer Martin McDonagh s best.

flfe

BUSUMMER10

Boston University Summer Term

shriek, Walken's delivery actually makes sense and adds to the
depth
of
his
character.
Carmichael's a weird dude—
after all, the guy's spent nearly
fifty years looking for a severed
hand. Yet with Walken at the
helm, he is also strangely endearing and relatable.
Walken is also a deft comedi-

an. He provides some of the
show's biggest and longest
laughs. One of the best-written
and funniest scenes I have ever
seen in a play involves
Carmichael having a lengthy
phone conversation with his
elderly mother, who has just fallen out of a tree while attempting
to get a balloon (don 't ask).
Sam Rockwell, as Melvyn the
receptionist , is similarly terrific.
Melvyn has a raging inferiority
complex, and he isn 't quite all
there. Rockwell has been in
dozens of movies and plays,

which is probably how he developed such an effortless smarmy
charm. His banter with the other
characters is a huge highli ght , as
is the uproariously show-stopping monologue about his love
for monkeys.
Mackie and Kazan, as the
couple who are supposedly
bringing Carmichael his missing
hand, have less to work with than
the other two. Their characters
spend the majority of the play
handcuffed to a radiator (again,
don 't ask) and aren 't given as
many memorable moments. But
that is simply the nature of their
roles, and the actors do a good
job giving them depth. Mackie,
one of the stars of The Hurt
Locker, is especially good as he
grows increasingly hysterical at
the insane goings-on.
It should be noted that A
Behanding in Spokane is far from
perfect. The plot is pretty vaguely
defined, and there are several
loose threads that never get tied
up. It 's one of those things that
you love in the moment, but starts
to come apart a bit when you stop
to think about it afterwards. I' ve
read or seen most of Martin
McDonagh's plays, and this is
undeniably one of his lesser
efforts. The rest of his plays are
borderline brilliant, though, so
saying that Behanding is a step
down from his other plays isn 't
necessarily too big of a knock.
McDonagh has a gift for writing marvelous dialogue, and it 's
on full , glorious display here.
Even if the parts are better than the
whole, the parts are still blazingly
fantastic. It 's rare to see a play that
crackles this well.
Plus, Christopher Walken's in
it. Did I mention that?

Haggis:
Celtic rock band perf ormsat Opera House
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years, Walken has become someone who is rather hard to take
seriously. Between his Saturday
Night Live appearances , his pretty awful taste in movie roles (he
was the bad guy in Kangaroo
Jack, for crying out loud), and
the fact that just about everyone
has tried his hand at doing an
impression of Walken, it's easy
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theater, and the audience members ' attention wandered from
the stage. However, this is less a
discredit to Enter the Haggis than
to the venue. If, as in most rock
concerts, the audience had been
standing, there would have been
more energy. The low lights and
comfortable seats did not help
the situation. The set continued
on with a focus on bagpipe and
harmonica in combination with
several small wind instruments.

I he third part of the show
picked up energy and rushed
towards a finish full of onstage
energy.
After a hi gh-energy
finale, the audience demanded an
encore performance where each
of the four members of the group
had a chance to perform a solo.
Whether Colby student or
Waterville resident, concertgoers
enjoyed the evening of exciting
music to get ready for St.
Patrick's Day.

The Jimi Hendrix of flute
By MICHAEL BROPHY
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Robert Dick's music probably docs not sound like anything
you've ever heard before. In
fact, after listening to him play
his eight-piece set in Lorimer
Chapel on Thursday, March 11,
you would probably agree that
his overall repertoire doesn 't
sound like that of any other
musician you 've ever heard.
Sometimes referred to as
"The Jimi Hendrix of Flute,"
Dick has clearly mastered and
redefined the flute , making the
small woodwind instrument
produce sounds one would
think were impossible to make.
He even showed off his own
invention ,
the
Glissando
Headjoint , in his last song of the
concert . Sliding Life Blues. The
Headjoint is an extra attachment
that goes on the end of the flute
and allows Dick to bend notes
like an electric guitar player.
Dick has recorded twentythree albums over the past several decades and has experimented
with a wide variety of musical
styles and sounds. He put his
diverse experience on display

Approximately half the
Thursday night, performing blues
music, classic rock and even one entertainment value of Dick's
of
his
concert
came from listening to
heavy metal piece. In one
songs, Dick surrounded the cho- the music. The other half came
rus of this piece with improvisa- from watching the man perform
tions in different traditional impressive physical feats with a
music styles from all around the certain air of nonchalance.
world, including musical styles Before one of his songs, Dick
warned the audience that the
from Africa and Asia
Overall, however, I found song had particularly long
much of Dick's work to be phrases, and that sometimes
more mind-blowingly impres- audience members get so
sive than fun and enjoyable.
caught up in wondering when
After hearing Dick perform, he is going to take his next
legendary jazz trumpet p layer breath that they themselves forDizzy Gillespie was reported to get to breathe.
have said—and this is a direct
He explained that he was
using a technique called circuquote from Dick's program—
"AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAH- lar breathing, where he simulHHHHHHHHHHHHH
"
taneously breathes in through
I have to admit that I too felt his nose and pushes pockets of
like screaming at times during the air he 's holding in his cheeks
concert, either because Dick was into his flute, and assured us
doing something that was physi- that he could breathe "quite
cally and aurally impressive or comfortably."
Dick is absolutely an amazbecause I simply could not figure
out exactly what was going on
ing talent and a virtuoso at the
flute, but his music lacks a cerwith the music. He can bend
notes, he can play multiple notes tain everyday, easy listening
at once on the same flute: it
appeal of other music. His
music is like cheesecake; while
seemed like he can make the flute
do anything he desires. Yet, his I enjoy it occasionally and in
music at times lacked a certain moderation. I' m not going to fill
my entire refrigerator with it.
beauty of simplicity.

I Mulesgear up f or season

TRACK AND HELD

Linhardsixth; springseasonbegins
By TODD HERRMANN
STAFF WRITER

It is an exciting time for the
track and field athletes of Colby
College. As the weather gets nicer
and the days get longer, it is obvious that spring is right around the
comer. And with spring comes the
end of the season for the indoor
track teams and the start of the
outdoor track season.
This past weekend marked the
NCAA Division III Indoor Track
and Field Championships. Colby
sent one athlete to the meet, runner
Emma Linhard '11. Linhard was
competing in the mile, and she did
not disappoint. Her final time of

5:02.47 was good for sixth in the
country. It is the second consecutive year that Linhard has finished
sixth, and the third year in a row
that she has earned an All-American honor. So congratulations to
Linhard, and all the members of the
indoor track and field teams, for
completing a successful season.
This upcoming week will mark
the start of the outdoor track and
field seasons, as both teams will be
making trips to San Diego for
training and the opening meet of
the season . For the men, seniors
Mike Bienkowski and Ben Ossoff,
who have already had successful
seasons running cross country and
indoor track this year, will be look-

ing to lead the Mules to glory in
their final seasons at Colby. Also
leading the way will be David
Lowe * 11, who last year finished
sixth in the decathlon at the Open
New England Championships.
Another athlete to watch is Trent
Wiseman '13. who broke the
Colby pole vautling record this
past season, as he looks to add
more accolades to his list of accomplishments.
On the women's side, Linhard
will be looking to continue her
All-American form from the indoor track season, and there is no
reason to expect anything less.
She was the New England Small
College Athletic Conference

From M. LACROSSE, Page 14

(NESCAC) champion in the Thompson focuses mostly on the
1 ,500-meter run during the last
process. He is not only training
outdoor track season. Joining her
these college athletes to be better
as a reigning NESCAC champion
lacrosse players, but also to bebetis Danielle Sheppard '11, who tri- ter men. Colby looks to return to
umphed in the high jump last year. the playoffs and make a run for the
Katrina Gravel'10 will also be re- , NESCAC title. After a successful
turning, after qualifying for the year last year, the Mules enter the
ECAC Championship Meet last
season eighth in New England and
year in the 5,000 meters. Last
fifth in the competitive NESCAC.
year, the women's team had a
Last year, Colby lost Caddy
streak of five straight weeks when
Brooks '09, one of Colby's finest
one of its members was the players to ever don the lacrosse
NESCAC Field Performer of the
uniform, and the team is looking
Week, and although some of those
for someone to step up to fill the
athletes may have graduated, the
leadership, scoring and assisting
team will be looking to have sim- voids left open. Second-year capilar success this year.
tain James Brady '10 and alternate

captain Bunker look to fill the
leadership void as it appears that
first-year McKillop is taking the
scoring burden off of offensive
juggernaut McCarthy's shoulders.
Brady anchors a solid defense
with Healy, and together they take
away their opponents' top offensive threats. Senior Austin Lee
and Christian Kelso '13 round out
the defensive starters. Mark
Squicciarino * 11 and captain Max
Weiss lead a strong midfield unit
with first-year Bjom Knutson.
Patrick Briody *10 is the final
starter for Colby at attack. Colby
started four first-years this year, a
fact that speaks to the depth and
talent of a class looking for more
playing time.
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PLAYING THE HELD

The extreme behavior of pro athletes

As I was browsing the website
for ESPN the other day, something I frequently do to waste
time, I came across a headline
that instantly caught my eye. It
read "Reports: Khabibulin facing
extreme DUI charge." Nikolai
Khabibulin is the goalie for the
Edmonton Oilers of the National
Hockey League, and earlier this
month was arrested in Arizona
for drunk driving. On Sunday, the
state of Arizona decided to levy
additional charges, penalizing
him for what they call "extreme
drunk driving." My first thought
was that an extreme DUI must
consist not only of driving drunk,
but of getting hammered, getting
in your car, and driving it off a
ramp to do back flips over a shark
tank. As it turns out, to get an extreme DUI in Arizona, you just
need to be driving with a BAC

that is extremely high. Regardless, to do anything that gets "extreme" added to the crime that
you are being charged with
means that you must have done
something very dumb. So it got
me thinking about other athletes
at the top of their games who
have taken stupidity to the extreme in their criminal antics. I
have, in the past, written about
high-profile criminal athletes,
such as Plaxico Burress, Michael
Vick, O.J. Simpson. What morons. But today I will dive into
the criminal stupidity of some
lesser-known, EXTREME criminal athletes.
Extreme is the only word to
describe the tomfoolery of Nate
Newton, a former offensive lineman for the Dallas Cowboys,
who made six Pro Bowls and
won three Super Bowls alongside Troy Aikman and Emmitt
Smith. Sadly, his skill on the
football field outshone his common sense. In late 200 1, Newton
was arrested when police officers
found a whopping 213 pounds of
marijuana in his car. Five weeks
later, while out on bail, Newton
was arrested again. This time,

police only found 175 pounds of
marijuana in his car. Seriously,
this guy made Cheech and
Chong look like a couple of
DEA agents...
Still, Newton seems like a good
guy compared to Mike Damon , a
former hockey player for the New
Jersey Devils and St. Louis Blues.
Danton was released from prison
only a few months ago after serving 63 months of what was originally a 90 month sentence, for
conspiracy to commit murder (and
no, there is no such thing as extreme conspiracy to commit murder). Danton was fed up with his
agent, David Frost, so he attempted to hire a hitman to kill
him. Only problem was that the
so-called hitman was actually a
police dispatcher. Oops. As it
turns out. Frost might have had it
coming. He later faced 12 separate
charges of sexual exploitation. He
was found not guilty, but clearly
was not much of a class act.
But the extreme tag might be
best applied to Art Schlichter, a
former quarterback for the Colts
and the Bills who, shall we say,
had an extreme affinity for gambling. As in, lost 700,000 dollars

gambling during the 1982 NFI
strike. It was not too long befon
he was banned from the NFL aftei
being arrested as part of a multi
million dollar gambling ring. H«
briefly resurfaced in the Arem
Football League, but that stint was
cut short due to his gambling. B)
his own count, he has committee
at least 20 felonies; when his gambling debts got too big, he wouk
steal or con money from friends
to continue his gambling habit
Between 1995 and 2006, he spena combined ten years in prison foi
gambling related charges, bu
managed to convince his lawyei
to sneak him a cell phone in prison
just so he could continue gambling. Schlichter now lives with
his mother and is working to pay
back the estimated 1.5 million
dollars he owes in restitution.
However, Schlichter has turned
his life around and now runs a
non-profit organization that aims
to educate others about the perils
of compulsive gambling.
So never fear! No matter how
extreme your crime may be, there
is still time to go back to the right
side of the law.

Baseball heads to Florida f orspring break
From BASEBALL, Page 14

a unit during the off-season, but
the bottom line remains: baseball
is a numbers game, and the Mules
were lacking in these on both sides
of the ball last year. Colby plays in
the New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC)
East, and although it is one of the
more competitive Division III
baseball conferences in the country, last in the league in batting average (.281) and last in ERA (8.27)
will not cut it this year.
The offense must cope with the
loss of last year's seniors,
NESCAC second-team selection
Craig Cooper (.398, 4 HR, 32
RBI) and catcher Kyle McKay
(.311, 18 RBI), who were the
team's leading run producers.
Thankfully a core of returning
starters should raise their level of
play in order to offset the loss.
"Offensively, we should be
strong with a lot of depth if
some guys are not producing,"
Plummer said.

Two years ago, then sophomores Cordon, John LaMantta and
Ken Kaufman were all in the topten of NESCAC batting average.
If these three
can
replicate
their former batting prowess the
lineup will take
on a whole new
shape.
Third
baseman Mike
Mastrocola '12,
ou t f i e l d r t
Richard Newton
Ml and outfielder
John
Lemer Ml will
provide power
and
on-base
ability to round
out the core of
the lineup. Lemer has fully recovered from off-season surgery on a
Superior Labium from Anterior to
Posterior (SLAP) tear that he
knowingly played through last
year. Taro Gold '12, Brandon
Nieuw '12 and Will Greenberg
M2, all of whom proved them-

selves in limiting playing time last
year, will make for a speedy trio
at the middle infield positions.
With McKay graduated, the role
of catcher
is up for
grabs. Nick
Ru occo
MO, converted over
the off-season from a
pitcher and
has shown
an adept
ability in
the defensive roll of
Dale Plummer catcher. He
will
battle
Head Coach
with Brendan Gallagher M2 and Devlin McConnell
'12 for the spot.
Two years ago, most of the 18
wins for Colby were highlighted
by an explosive offense. This
year it may be pitching that
keeps Colby on the right track.
"I would hope that pitching is

I feel after a dissapointing season
last year, guys
realized there had
to be more of an
off-season effort to,
get better.

our strength. We have the arms to
be very competitive on the
mound," Plummer said. "Shutting
down teams and playing solid defense will be the key to our W-L
record this season."
The 1-2 punch of senior cocaptain Matt Moore and Dom
Morrill Ml will return to head
the rotation. Moore is an inning
eater and will be leaned on heavily this year to give the Mules'
bullpen a rest Morrill can light it
up. His strikeout stuff matches up
nicely against Moore's? nnyielding
pounding of the zone. Sophomores Mark Collins, Connor Sullivan, Abhi Chandel and first-year
left-hander Nate Sugarbaker will
compete for the third weekend
spot. Wil Hartigan Ml will return
once again to hold down the
closer role.
So circle your calendars, folks.
Baseball is back. The Mules will
travel to Winter Haven, FL over
spring break to play 10 games in
seven days. The first game against
Union College looms ahead on
March 20.

A superfan's guide to Colby sports

NICK KNWE/THE COLBr ECHO

Baseball p lays Union College in Winter Haven, FL on March 20

CHRIS H0OEH/THE COLBY ECHO

Softball p lays Western Conn. College in Clermont, FL on March 21.

Men s' lacrosse hosts Tufts University on March 20.

NICK lODICE'THE CO LBV ECHO

Women s lacrosse p lays at Tufts University on March 20.

I DEVASTATOR OF THE WEEK

Amy Campbell '10

SPORT:
Lacrosse
HOMETOWN:
North Andover, MA
POSITION :

Attack

4*%
^J_ ,
_ , ^^
Points aga'nst

Williams

WHY: Guiding the women's lacrosse team to its first
win of the 2010 season, senior tri-captain Amy
Campbell had two goals and an assist in the victory
over 12th-ranked Williams College on Saturday. An
Ail-American last year, Campbell's offensive
dominance is sure to help the two-time defending
NESCAC champions make a run for the title again
this year.

Crunching the numbers
3: Consecutive years in which men's basketball player Adam
Choice has been named the Maine State Division III player of
the year.
5:02.47: Mile time clocked by women's indoor track and field
member Emma Linhard, which gave her a sixth-place finish in
the NCAA championships and a spot on the All-American
team.
19: Place earned by women 's nordic ski team member Lucy
Garrec in the NCAA 15-kilometer freestyle championships.
»0: Score in the men's tennis team's season-opening victory
over Thomas College in which Tommy Kimball won at first singles and combined with Philip Zunshine for another victory at
first doubles.

1

Lindhard '11
takes sixth in
national mile

A superfens guide
to Cotoy sports
during spring break
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Mules
migrate to
Florida

Women look to
rally behind
new coach

By WILL HARRINGTON
SPORTS EDITOR

By SARAH TRANKLE

y

ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

It's that time of year again. With
every passing day the spring sun
seems to cut through the clouds
just a little stronger, more lax pinnies are out on the quad holding 9irons and even those dreaded Ugg
boots and North Faces have started
to morph into flip-flops and tank
tops. Looking down Mayflower
Hill, Coombs Field sits in snowless glory. What's the best part of it
all? Baseball is back.
The Mules are reenergized and
return to the field looking to improve on last year 's disappointing
8-24 record. Just two years ago
Colby produced its first wmning
season (18-14) since 1999. With
a core of returning players, hopes
were high going into last year,
but inconsistent play, injuries and
a decrease in production led to a
season
below
expectations.
Rather than stew in denial , the
same nucleus of players that was
a "young group" just a year ago
has returned as a veteran squad
with a new-found resolve.
"This has been the best offseason since we've been a part of
the program," senior co-captain
Ryan Conlon said.
Head Coach Dale Plummer,
going into his fourth year at the
helm, is also happy about the fall
and winter workouts. "We are
much stronger physically than
ever before. I feel after a disappointing season last year, guys realized there had to be more of an
off-season effort to get better and
to instill confidence on the field
and as individuals," Plummer
said.
The team has come together as
See BASEBALL, Page 14

NICK lOOCE/THE COLBY ECHO

A balanced scoring attackfrom the Mules led Colby past Williams College this Saturday,March 13.

Woman 's lacrosse starts
new season where it left off
By DOUG SIBOR
STAFF WRITER

Fresh off of their second consecutive New England Small College
Athletic
Conference
(NESCAC) championship last
season, the Colby Women *s
Lacrosse team opens the season
with their eyes on a three-peat.
Though they lost a very talented
crop of players to graduation, the
team returns many starters and
promising young players as they
gear up for the season. They don 't
foresee any letdown in their play,
and the pollsters agree; the team
opened the season ranked number
10 in the Intercollegiate Women's
Lacrosse Coaches Association
(IWLCS) poll and moved up to
the number 7 spot before even
playing a game.
This year 's team is led in the
attack by tri-captain Amy Campbell M0, who was honored as an
AU-American last year after scoring a team-leading 40 goals on
the campaign. Joining her in the
attack is another pair of experi-

Team awards last year. She will be
flanked by Lexi Crook Ml and
Mary Cummings Ml , who were
both starters on last year's team as
well. Sarah Wamke' 11 returns for
her third season as the starting goaltender for the Mules. Together, this
defensive unit was a force last season, finishing second in the
NESCAC in goals against average
and first in caused turnovers.
The Mules kicked their season
off on the right foot this past Saturday on Alfond Field, turning
aside number 12 Williams in their
opening game of the season.
Campbell led the way for the
home side, registering two goals
and an assist, and the Mules also
received goals from trusty veterans Donegan, Rapaport, Thomas,
and Kramer. Getting in on the
scoring in their very first collegiate games were Catherine Kahl
M3 (two goals) and Kate Pistel
M3 (one goal, one assist), two
first-year players who have seamlessly integrated themselves into
the team. The Mules will look to
continue their winning ways this
Tuesday when they take on the
University of Southern Maine
here in Waterville.

enced and accomplished attackers, Caroline Atwater * 10 and tricaptain Carly Rapaport M0.
Rapaport and Atwater accounted
for 17 and seven goals respectively last season, and will have
increased responsibility in the offense this year.
In the midfield , the team returns two All-Region selections
from last year's squad: Kathleen
Kramer M0 and Claire Donegan
M2. With 32 goals scored last
season, Kramer finished third on
the team in goals scored. Donegan was equally impressive, sharing the ball as well as scoring en
route to 17 goals and 19 assists,
with her 36 points good for fifth
overall on the team. Joining this
accomplished duo in the midfield
will be Casey Thomas M l , Ali
lannotti * 11 and Lane McVey M2,
all of whom played significant
roles in the Mule offense last year
and who will be expected to step
up again this season.
The team once again looks
strong in the back. Tri-captain Caroline Duke * 10 leads the way after
earning AU-American honors her
sophomore season, garnering AllRegion and All-NESCAC First

Toughloss in season opener
STAFF WRITER

The Colby men's lacrosse team
opened up its season this past
week in an away game against
perennial powerhouse Williams
College. The Mules had a two
game regular season winning
streak against the Ephs in New
England Small Conference Athletic Conference (NESCAC) play
last season , but this day was not
Colby 's as they took a disappointing one goal loss, 7-6.
The Mules started the game off
on the right foot against their traditional opening game opponents.
The Mules took an early 2-0 lead
with goals from Stew Brown MO
and Greg McKillop M3 , who was
playiang in his first collegiate
game. McKillop was the offensive
All-Star for the Mules, leading the
team with three goals. Williams
pulled closer at the end of the first
quarter, netting a goal past Colby
goalie Tom Gianakos ' lO .with just
over three minutes remaining in
the period. Gianakos played the
full 60 minutes in net, making 12
saves on 19 shots. Coach Jon
Thompson was not only impressed
with Gianakos's play in net , but

said, "he led our [defense] with exceptional composure and that was
one of our goals for the day, to
clear well."
The second quarter was even,
with both teams scoring twice.
Williams opened up the scoring
with an unassisted goal by Sam
Hargrove. Colby
responded
quickly with two goals in the next
two and a half minutes. McKillop
added his second of the game with
an assist from John Jennings M3 ,
followed by an unassisted goal by
Whit McCarthy MO , the team's
high scorer from last year. The
Ephs soon brought the score to 43, and carrying the momentum
from that goal into halftime, the
Mules came out strong in the third
quarter.
The third quarter decided the
game for the Mules. Williams
scored an earl y goal and played
solid defense, not allowing a
Colby goal . With two more goals
in the third, and an early goal in the
fourth, the Ephs took control. The
Mules' nine turnovers that quarter,
the most of any quarter, helped the
Ephs keep control. The Mules
found their scoring touch late in
the fourth, but it was too late. McCarthy and McKillop notched
goals with three minutes and a
minute and a half remaining, but
they couldn 't find the back of the

Steering the
team to what
should be another strong
season,
tricaptains Brittany Tasi M0 ,
Christine
Gillespie M0
and Allyson
Cheever ' 11
represent veteran
power
for the Mules.
Cheever, who
led the team last year with a
.398 batting average, and Tasi,
who finished with a low 2.24
earned run average (ERA), look
to continue such solid production during the upcoming season. Juniors Alex Essman and
Alyssa Lepore will add offensive
dominance to the roster while
first-year players Lauren Becker,
Lindsay Peterson and Aflana
Sanborn add new dynamism to
the lineup.
With many changes made to
the structure of the women's
softball program, it is with great
anticipation that the Mules open
their season. Although the year
will certainly be affected by the
loss of Coach Bailey, it seems
that the women are ready for
the challenges ahead.

Although Bailey
will be missed,
the women look
to the experience
of Katori to
guide them
through the year.

I OUTING CLUB HEADS INTO THE WILD FOR SPRING BREAK

MEN'S LACROSSE

By DAVID LOWE

Following a winning 2009 season in which the women's softball
team went 18-11, the Mules hope
to build on their past success with
the help of some new faces this
year. After the retirement of head
Coach Dick Bailey at the end of
last season, former Colby softball
assistant
coach Kristina
Katori now takes
the reins for the
team.
Bailey,
who directed the
St. Joseph's College women for
11 years before
his 13 years at
Colby, finished
with an overall
record of 443-296-3. Although
Bailey will be missed, the women
look to the experience of Katori to
guide them through the year. An
outstanding player at Nichols College before becorrhng an assistant
coach at Colby and the head coach
at the State University of New
York-New Paltz, Katori is sure to
bring fresh life to the team.
Opening the season with their
annual spring break trip to
Florida, the women travel down
south to begin their matches on
Sunday, March 21. Beginning the
week against Western Connecticut College, the Mules will al so
face opponents such as Middlebury College and Wellesley College in their ten-game outing.
Having gone 10-0 during the
2009 trip to Florida, the women
hope to achieve similar success
again this break.

After spring break, Colby
will play three additional away
games * including a doubleheader against Husson College
and a game versus Maine Maritime Academy, before its home
opener against
local
rival
Thomas College on Wednesday,
April 7. With the New England
Small College Athletic Conference expected to be very competitive this season, games
against Bowdoin College, Bates
College and Tufts University
will certainly challenge the lady
Mules' strength.

net in the final seconds of the
game.
McCarthy finished up the game
with two goals and two assists.
First year Ian Deveau added an assist as well.
A bright spot for the Mules was
the continuing dominance in faceoffs by All-Americanand top faceoff man in the NESCAC, Craig
Bunker Ml. He won nine of his 13
face-offs. Nick Hunnewell M2.
won both his chances taking faceoffs for the Mules. McKillop and
Chris Healy Ml led Colby in
groundballs with six and four, respectively. Overall, Coach Thompson
and
his
team
were
"disappointed about the outcome
of the game yesterday, but encouraged by the process." The Mules
will have plenty of opportunities to
improve their record as they
match-up against Endicott on
Tuesday, Plymouth State on
Thursday and Tufts on Saturday.
As for the rest of the season,
Colby is coming off its best season
in years, thanks in large part to second year headcoachThompson. His !
focus is not necessarily on game
outcomes; although Colby had a
winning record last season and
made it to the NESCAC playoffs
COUBTES* Of BEN MAWWNME*
This year the Colby Outing Club (COC) is shipping out three trips. Two will be backpacking through
for the first time since 2002,
Canyonlands National Park and Arches National Park in southern Utah and one will be rockclimbing
in Joshua Tree National Park in southern California. Not a bad way to spend spring break!
See M. LACROSSE, Page 12
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